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PREFACE
This technical report consists of four parts. The central problem 
is the extrapolation of band-limited signals.
In Part I, we show that time-limited signal restoration can be ac­
complished by computing fixed point solutions by means of a certain 
iterative procedure. An application to extrapolation is shown.
In Part II, a method is presented for obtaining discrete extrapolations 
of a finite extent sequence. The convergence of the discrete extrapolation 
to the continuous extrapolation when the sampling rate tends to infinity 
is shown.
In Part III, several results concerning the case where noise is 
present in the known part of the signal are presented. We also present 
4 basic models for extrapolation and discuss their relationships.
In Part IV, the connection between the well-known iterative procedure 
for band-limited extrapolation (Papoulis-Gerchberg) is shown to be a special 
case of a more general procedure given by Landweber in 1951. The relation­
ship between discretization of the Landweber procedure and some of the 
techniques given in Part II is discussed.
IITERATIVE TIME-LIMITED SIGNAL RESTORATION
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to show that time-limited restoration of 
shift-invariant blurred signals can be done by means of fixed point solutions 
of contraction mappings, under rather general conditions for the distortion 
operator. All our results are valid for multidimensional signals. An appli­
cation of these results to the iterative extrapolation of band-limited
discrete images is shown.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Many problems in signal restoration can be formulated in the following 
manner: Find a sequence x(n), -» < n < +», such that
+00
y(n) = Z h(n,m)x(m), -« < n < +co (1 )
m=-°°
x(n) = (Cx)(n)
where C is a constraint operator, y:y(n), -« < n < +» is the observed signal 
and h:h(m,n), -« < m, n < +<* is a known distortion operator.
An attempt to solve (1) is to seek solutions of the following equation:
+»
x(n) = Ay(n) + ((Cx)(n) - A Z h(n,m)(Cx)(m)) (2)
m=-«
or equivalently, if we choose functional notation, to look for the fixed 
points of the operator G :
G (x) = Ay + (I - AH) Cx (2')
where y denotes the observed sequence, and I and H denote the identity operator 
and the distortion operator, respectively. The motivation is that (2) prompts 
the iterative computation of the fixed points by means of the recursion formula:
k+1 kx = Ay + (I - AH) Cx (3)
x° = initial guess
(Note that the superscripts do not denote powers.)
Several authors have used this methodology for solving (1). Reference [1} 
provides an excellent review of this matter. The reader is referred also to
[1] for a list of references. Another relevant paper is [2].
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In solving the restoration problem by means of the iterative equation (3), 
three problems arise. The first is to find convergence properties for the 
iterative scheme. The second problem, which we consider, conceptually to 
be a much more important problem, is that of relating the fixed points of (21) 
with the original problem (1). The third problem is the effect of noise in 
the observed signal on the fixed points of equation (2).
It is clear that any solution of (1) is a fixed point of (2f), but there 
is no reason to believe that the converse holds in general; i.e., for some H 
and C there may be fixed points of (2T) which are not solutions of (1) at all.
Let us give an example. If we put (A < tt)
t / n sin A(n-m) . ,h(n,m) = --- >-.-.v" if n f  m
tt (.n-m;
h(n,n) = -7T
and if we consider a time-limiting operator as the constraint T:
(4)
T(x) (n) = 0 if n $ [n^n^]
T(x)(n) = x(n) if n e [n ,n, ]a b
(4T)
then a necessary condition for (1) to have a solution is that y(w) (the
+ °°
Fourier transform I y(n)e of the sequence y(n)) be of the form 
nb iiuo n=-«r z(n)e when gj e (-A,A) and 0 when ¡co| >A. Now if we assume that 
n=n
y(n; does not have that property, then no solutions of (1) can exist. 
Nevertheless, as we will prove later, X may be chosen such that (2’) is a 
contraction mapping. This assures that the fixed point will exist no matter 
what y(n) is.
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We think that this assumption about y(n) is very realistic since y may 
contain some noise, and in that case its Fourier transform might be very
nb •
different from a finite trigonometrical polynomial (i.e. £ z(n)*ex } on
n=na
(”A,A). This shows that by means of (2) we would be solving a rather different 
problem from that of (1).
In the case that (1) has at least one solution and X may be chosen such 
that the operator (2’) has a unique fixed point, then, of course, the fixed 
point is the unique solution of-(1).
With respect to thé first problem mentioned above, it is- worth noting 
that Youla [3] has shown some interesting properties that assure the iterative 
procedure (3) to be convergent when X -  1, H and C are projection operators 
onto closed linear manifolds in a Hilbert space.
The third problem to be considered is the stability of the method to be 
chosen for solving (1). In our case, solving (2) is the chosen technique.
As we have already pointed out, (1) is frequently a very poorly conditioned 
problem since small amounts of noise added to the observation y(n) may make 
(1) not have any solution. It would be desirable that this was not the case 
with (2), and, if possible, it would be even better to be able to estimate how 
much the solutions of (2) will change when some noise is added to y(n).
A satisfactory solution to all these problems may be obtained when (2’) 
is a contraction mapping, i.e., when there exists a real number d < 1 such 
that
I G(x) - G(x) | <: d | x — xI , for all x, x . (5)
If (5) holds, then the iterative scheme (3) is convergent, the fixed point
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(2) has to be unique, and it is also known that if we add some noise Ay to 
y, we will have:
(6 )
where z and z are the fixed points corresponding to the noise-free and noisy 
observations, respectively, i.e.:
z = Xy + (I - XH)Cz
and
z = X(y + Ay) + (I - XH)Cz
It is important to note that if d = 1 (i.e., G is a non-expansive mapping) 
then equation (6) will not hold. However, for some special G ’s, the iterative 
scheme (3) is convergent, (see [2])
In addition, we can obtain a noise-sensitivity analysis for the recursion
(3). Let us put:
z11 = Xy + (I - XH) Cz11 \  z° = initial guess
and
z31 “ X(y + Ay) + (I - XH)C z n \  2 °  -  initial guess.
Then, we get
II Zn  -  Zn || s  M  II A yII d 1 +  II - z°I I  d n  ( 7 )
i=0
(where d1 denotes the ith power of d)
We think it is very important to point out that the constant d will depend 
on the parameter X. Then, it is interesting to choose X in order to minimize 
the noise-sensitivity ratio:
JiL1 - d
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Sometimes, this amount is minimized by choosing X = 0, and d approaches 1 
when X tends to 0; this means that there is a trade-off between noise sensi­
tivity reduction and speed of convergence, since the smaller d is, the faster 
the convergence z11 z, as it follows from
| zn- z | £ d | zn ^ - z |
Two important classes of problems are: 
A. H is a convolution operator:
+CO
(Hx)(n) = (h*x)(n) = I h(m,n)x(m) ,
. - m=-°°
In this case, the composition of time-limiting operator defined in (4’) and
any non-linear non-expansive mapping will be the constraint operator.
B. H is a linear non-negative time-variant operator
+00
(Hx) (m) = T. h(m,n)x(n) ,
n = - c o
h(m,n) > 0, for all n,m
Here, the constraint to be considered is non-negative time-limited signals, 
i.e.:
(Px) (n) =
x(n) if x(n) > 0 and n e [n ,n_]a b
<
0 otherwise
In either case A or B we can prove that there exists some real number 
such that
G (x) = Xy + (I - XH)Cx
À
satisfies
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I Gx(x) | < d | x|| (8)
where d is a constant which verifies d < 1, by imposing some additional, 
rather general conditions on H. Note that in case A, (8) implies (5). _ This 
is not true for case B. Therefore, in the remainder of this paper case B will 
not be considered. Nevertheless, a proof of (8) for case B is included in 
Appendix II, because we believe that the result may be useful in its own right.
Section II summarizes the main results. In section III, an application 
of the shift invariant case will be given. Specifically, we will show that 
the iterative procedure (3) can be used for obtaining an iterative extrapola­
tion of a discrete band-limited multidimensional signal. This result extends 
those recently given in [5].
Section IV presents some discussions on the iterative restoration tech­
nique given by (3) when the constraint operator is a truncation to [n ,n ] anda b
the given signal is corrupted with noise. We also show how the results obtained 
in Section II provide theoretical support for some of the results in [1].
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II. MAIN RESULTS
In this section we will state our main results. All the proofs are 
given in Appendix I.
Let T denote the time-limiting operator over [n ,n, ] as defined in (4’)a b
and 6 be the unit sample sequence: 5(0) - 1; 5(n) = 0, n ^ 0.
Theorem 1
Let tKh^, ”°° < n < +» be a finite-energy sequence, and let T be a subset 
of [-it,it] of non-zero measure. Let us suppose that h has the following 
property: there is a number K and there exists some real constant X such that
(a) |i - Xh(oO J si 1, for all 03 e [ —tt , tt ].
(b) u - Xh(rn) I £ K < 1, for all o) e T.
Then, it follows that we can find a constant M < 1 such that:
||C6 - \h) * Tx|| S M I Tx||
for all infinite sequences x: x(n), -« < n < -H».
Conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 1 may be satisfied under rather general 
conditions for the kernel h:hn , -<» < n < -h» (Theorem 3). Since the operator 
(5 - Xh)*T is linear, Theorem 1 also ensures that (5 - Xh)*T is a contraction 
mapping. Therefore, we have the following
Corollary
With the same notation as in Theorem 1, and under the same conditions 
for h: h(n), -« < n < «, there exists a real number X such that the operator:
(5 - Xh)*T
is a contraction mapping.
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Another important result which can be immediately obtained from Theorem 1 
is the following:
Theorem 2
With the same conditions and notations as in Theorem 1, if we assume in 
addition that C is any nonexpansive operator:
| C x - C x|| < | x - x| ,
then, the operator
(6 - Xh)*TC
is a contraction mapping, for some real number X.
A particular case of -Theorem 2 is when C is the positive constraint 
operator defined by
Px(n)
x(n), if x(n) > 0 
0 otherwise.
Since this operator is nonexpansive, Theorem 2 holds.
It is important to find what conditions h should satisfy in order to 
meet conditions (a) and (b) in Theorem 1.
Let us begin with an important example. We consider the frequency- . 
limiting operator SINC^ defined in (4). Since its Fourier transform is
XA M
1 1 if u e (-A,A), 
0 otherwise.
we have
(We are looking at the 
interval [ —tt,tt] only.)
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|l - Xxa (oj)| * if U i  (-A,A)
|l - XxA(cu)| - |l - X|, if a) e (-A,A)
This means that any X z (0,2) satisfies both requirements (a) and (b) o'f 
Theorem 1, with K = |l - x| and T = (-A,A). For any such X, we have that
(6 - X SINCa)*TC
is a contraction mapping, for any nonexpansive operator C, as it has been 
stated in Theorem 2.
The next theorem shows that there exist many other sequences which satisfy 
conditions (a) and (b).
Theorem 3
Let H be a complex-valued function defined over [-17,77].
(I) If H has the following properties:
la. o)i ReH(oj) = 0 -*■ H(oj) = 0
lb. u)i ReH(u0 ^ 0 ■* ReH(cjo) > M > 0.
lc. |H(ui) | is bounded, when a) z [-17,77]. 
or
(II) If H has the following properties:
Ila. H(w) = ReH(co) > 0 for all u e [-17,77]. 
lib. H(oj) is bounded, oj e [-17,17].
lie. There exist a subset S of [-17,17] and a constant M such that 
H(co) £ M > 0, when w e S.
Then, in either case, there exist some real numbers X and K, and a set 
r C [-17,17] :
(a) ¡1 - XH(co) | < 1, for all oj z [-77,77].
(b) |l - XH(oi) I s K < 1, for all oj e r.
In Theorem 3 
energy sequence h
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, when H plays the role of the Fourier transform of a finite- 
-« < n < +<», we get two new conditions under which Theorem 1,
its corroll'ary, and Theorem 2 can be applied.
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III. APPLICATIONS
First of all, we would like to point out some aspects related to the 
iterative restoration approach for the multidimensional case.
Basically, the main results given in Section II may be extended to the 
multidimensional case. Nevertheless, due to the nature of the problem, in 
multiple dimensions the time-limiting operator becomes much richer than in 
the 1-d case, even though all the results in Sections II and III concerning 
the 1-d problem can be extended to the case in which the time-limiting 
operator T is defined with respect to any bounded set of integer numbers.
We will consider the 2-d case without losing generality, and we will 
state the two-dimensional version of only Theorem 1. Later in this Section 
we will show an application of Theorem 1 for the multidimensional case. To 
establish some notation we state:
Theorem 4
Let h: -co < n ]_jI12 <' + 0° be a finite-energy sequence, and F be a
subset of [-tt,tt] x [-rr,rr] which contains, at least, an open set. Let us 
suppose that h has the following property: There is a number k and there
exists some real constant X such that:
A
(a) I 1 -X h )I £ lj for all uj ,oj2 €[-tt,tt]
*
(b) | 1 -X h (cu^ ,cjo2)| £ k < 1, for all (a)-,oj ) €F.
Then, it follows that we can find a constant M < 1 such that :
| (o9 -X h ) * E^ xjj £ Mi! E^ xjj
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where is given by:
x(n1,n2) if (n^»n^) e ¿7,
E^(x)(n1>n2) ■ <
0 otherwise,
x: x(n^,n2) -» < n^, n2 < -h» is any 2-dimensional sequence,
$2 denotes the 2-d unit sample: S2(0,0) = 1  and 0 otherwise.
The proof of this theorem is analogous to the 1-d case and will be omitted. 
However, it is worth saying that this 2-d result is not obtained by using 
the 1-d Theorem 1 with separability arguments or by stacking the 2-d sequences 
into vectors. It is also important to note that &  need not be a square or a 
rectangle.
Similar conditions to those of Theorem 3 may be derived for more dimensions. 
As an example, let us write the 2-d low-pass operator
SXNCA jB (nl jn 2 ) = SINC^Cnp. SXNCB (t>2 )
The frequency response is:
XA,B(W  “ <
1 if (ud^  ,tu2) € AxB 
0 otherwise
In that case, given \  € (0,2) and T = AxB, we have the hypothesis of Theorem 4 
satisfied, and therefore
<62 * X SINCA,B) * E£7
is a contraction mapping.
This particular example, as well as its 1-d counterpart, has been shown 
to lead to iterative algorithms for the extrapolation of a band-limited dis­
crete signal, given a finite number of known values of the signal. In our 
results, the known samples of the signal need not form a square (in the 2-d
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case) and need not be consecutive (in the 1-d case). These results extend 
those recently given in [5]. In addition, since the sequence h in Theorem 4 
is more general than SINC^ g as defined above, this two-dimensional version 
of Theorem 1 is useful to provide some other band-limited extrapolations of 
the given image. For a more detailed discussion of this subject matter the 
reader is referred to [4], [5]. One basic tool in our extrapolation technique 
consists of solving the system of equations:
z(ni,n2) = (h*E^x) (n^,n2)’, (n ,n2) e d  (9)
where z(n^,n2), (n^,n2) e are the values of the known part of the image, 
and h is any two-dimensional sequence which satisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem 4. It is also assumed that h is band-limited to ft Q [ —tt,tt] x [ —tt,nr],
i.e.,
h(oj^ ,o)2) = I I h(n^,n2) einlwl = o
nl£Z n2eZ
if (od^ ,a)2) £ fi
Theorem 4 provides an iterative procedure for solving (9) and a rationale for 
choosing X independently of (X: the two-dimensional sequence
k+1 kx = XE^z + (<S2 - Xh)*E^ x (10)
Since ($2 - Xh)*E^ is a contraction mapping, the convergence of (10) is 
ensured. If x denotes the limit of the procedure, it is easy to verify:
E^x = XE^z + E^(E^x - Xh*E^x)
and since E^E^x = E^x, we conclude
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z(nl»n2) = (h * ^ ?x)(n1,n2), (n^n ) e ^
Three important remarks are in order: 1. The low-pass operator h need not be
the function SINC . 2. The pass-band of h need not be a rectangle (the sameA, D
observation also applies to the set where the signal is known:f t ) ,  3. The 
parameter X can be chosen independently of C[.
To end this section, we would like to point out that different h ’s 
provide different extrapolations of the known data, z(n^,n2), (n^,^) e Cl.
This flexibility is exploited in [4].
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IV. DISCUSSIONS
In connection with the problems we address in this paper, we would like 
to point out some loose ends found in Section III.C of [1]. In [1] it was 
proven that the operator
(6 -X h ) *T t11)
Ais nonexpansive, for some values of X , when h satisfies
| l - X h ( u ) ) | £ l ,  for allu)€[-TT,Tr]. (12)
AThe authors pointed out that if Re h is non-negative, then X may be chosen 
to meet the condition (12). We think that this assertion may not hold in 
general. Let us suppose that there exists a set 9 c  [ - rr , rr ] such that
A A
h ( cd ) = j • Imh (aj) ,(ju£9 .
In this case, there is no X that satisfies (12), unless X = 0 .
With respect to the operator (11) , the authors of [1] suggested that some 
other constraint should be added to make it a contraction mapping, or at least, 
to make the corresponding iterative procedure converge. We have proven in 
this paper that this is not necessary (Theorem 1).
In [1], it is proved that when the convolution operator is given by
SINC^, and when the constraint is a composition of T and P, the iterative scheme
xk = X y +  (6 -X SINCa ) * TPxk_1, x° = X y (13)
converges, when X€ (0,2). We think that the proof is not rigorous even though
the assertion is correct (immediate corollary of our Theorem 2 when C is the posi 
tivity constraint P, which assures that (6 -XSINC ) * TP is a contraction map-A
ping). In [1], the argument used is that at each step of the iterative proce- 
dure (13), the x does not satisfy the constraint TPx= x except, eventually, 
in the limit when k “* «. Therefore
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||-k+1 - *kU * r2 ||Xk - x k-1|
with 0 < r2 < 1. It is very important to point out that r2 depends on lc. 
Let us write r^ (k) to make that dependency explicit. This means that
llxk+1 “ xkll ^ n r„(m) ||xl-x°|| 
m=l
, . kThere is no reason to believe that II r (m) “♦ 0 when k “•*'«.
m=l 2
A related point is in connection with the relation
I Tx - Tz|i 2= l||x-z||2,
S | x(n) -z(n)|2
where L = 1 - n?tna»nbI •
It has been asserted that ||Tx-Tz|| = ||x - 
outside [na,n^], which is not quite true 
which coincide outside [n ,n, ] satisfies
cl D
[na,nb]).
z|| , if and only if z and x are zero 
since any two sequences x and z 
L = 1 (we assume x ^ z outside
We conclude this paper by pointing out some important issues related to 
the application of the iterative procedure
k+1 kx - Xy + (I - XH)Cx (3)
to restoration. Let us assume that C = DT (where T is the time-limiting 
constraint) then we can write (3) as
k+1x = Ay + (I - AH)DTxk (14)
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A careful look at (14) shows that in each step, the new estimation
k kuses the values Tx of x only. This means that if the iteration converges: 
x -»-x the following iteration:
k+1 kT x = ATy + T(I - *XH)DTx (15)
will also converge, and the limit will be Tx. Let us suppose that all the 
necessary conditions are satisfied so that Tx will be the solution to our 
problem:
y = Hx
x = Tx, x = Dx (16)
In that case, it is clear from our analysis that the only information that 
(14) (or equivalently (15)) is using from the available data is Ty, that is 
y(n), n e [n^,n^]. However, this is a characteristic of the iterative approach 
(14) and the interval [n^,n^] where the sought signal x is supported.
If the solution to (16) exists and is unique, this analysis shows that 
the portion Ty of the data y will be enough to recover x. However, as was 
pointed out in Section I, this will not be the case if some noise is present 
in the given data y. In that case, there is no a priori reason to believe' 
that the portion y(n), n e [n^n^] "best” choice for applying any
restoration algorithm.
There are many alternatives for dealing with this problem. The first 
natural attempt is to try to "shift" the data. Unfortunately, if one has 
in mind the restoration algorithm (15), this operation will introduce changes 
in the distortion operator. This might make those conditions on the distortion 
H which are needed for insuring convergence of (15) impossible.
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Another alternative is to "enlarge" the interval of time where the original 
signal x is to be sought. This means that it might be possible to apply (15) 
for defined as
TjZCn)
z(n), n e [a*,nl], a b
<
0 otherwise
where [n ,n, ] c. [n',nj]. In this case, one needs to study how the part of a b —  a b
the restored signal which leaks out of [n ,n, ] depends on the noise in thea b
data. Another related alternative is to use some constraint which incorpor-
k kates into the restoration scheme (15) the information contained in T^x - Tx ,
for every k. For example, if D is not a point-by-point operator, it will not
commute with T, that is to say DT ^ TD. In this case, D might do the desired
job if we implement equation (15) by means of TD instead of DT. This also
shows the importance of combining the constraints properly in the iterative
procedure even though DTx = TDx when x is the sought solution to the problem (16).
Another technique was given in [1]. It consists of low-passing the data
y before applying any restoration technique. This process produces a signal
y = h f*y. In this case, this operation merges the data y according to the
nature of the noise and therefore, the window y(n) , n e [n ,n, ] should containa b
more information about y than y(n), n z [n^,n^]. However, in applying iteration
(15) (with y as data and h ’*H as the distortion operator) it seems hard to
explain why y(n), n e [n ,n_ ] is the best part from y which can be used ina b
the restoration.
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Appendix I
To prove Theorem 1 we will need to prove the following lemmas:
Lemma 1
r %  2 .Let S - tx(n), n^ ^ n ^  n^: Z x (n) =*1}, and let A be any subset of
n=na
[-tt,tt] such that [-tt,tt]-A is a set of non-zero measure. Then, there exists a 
constant c<l, such that:
2du} * c > fo r  a11 s *
Proof
It is clear that
•Ls a Ix(U) )|2<iu) S J-TT I )| 2dOJ (AI.l)
Nevertheless, since [-tt,ttJ-A is a set of non-zero measure, and x (cjo ) = 
nb
E x(n)«e cannot vanish over [-tt,tt]-A (because [-tt,ttJ-A is an infinite set) 
n=na
then strict inequality must hold in (Al). Taking into account that x€ S, we have
SU)€ A | x(o) )| 2dcp < 1 (AI.2)
But the left-hand term in (AI.2) is a continuous real valued function of x, defined 
on the compact set S, then we may write
m a x  
x€ S
c < 1 . (AI.3)
(3) proves the lemma.
An immediate corollary is 
Lemma 2
Using the same notation as in Lemma 1, there is a constant C < 1 such that
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for all sequences x: x(n) = 0 if n? [na ,n^].
Comments
1. Let us suppose that A is also of positive measure. It is worth saying that 
using the same idea as in Lemma 1, it may be shown that there exists another 
constant, say d, d > 0  such that
for all x: x(n) = 0 if n? [na,nb].
2. The constant C in Lemma 2 as well as d depends on only the set a and
the time interval [n ,n,-] under consideration.a D
Theorem 1 (proof)
Taking into account properties (a) and (b) of Theorem 1:
| (5 h) *Tx||2 £ K2 (iu )|2diu + a |t x  (uj) |2 duu
IU)€rl^ x(tB)l2dtu ■ INI2 - J’U)sAl^ x(“,:)l2dlJ“
then, we have
II ( S - U )  *Tx||2 £ K 2 SI T x||2 + ( 1 - K 2 )  T x (<d ) | 2 d t u ,
and us ing Lemma 2:
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|| (6 -X h ) *Txi|2 £ [K2 + ( 1 - K2 ) C ] ||x x ||2 
where C < 1. If we denote
M = (K2 + (1-K2) cr
and realize that M < 1, we have completed the proof.
Theorem 3 (proof)
We will give only the proof for the condition II. We ^ want to find
| l-\ H (o>) | 2 = 1-2X ReH(cu) -h| H(<JD)| 2\ 2 sS 1
Under the conditions stated by II, we get the inequality:
-2 \  H(cjo) + H2 (oj)X2 £ 0, for all oj€ (-tt,tt) .
When H(^) =0, (AI.4) becomes automatically true; when this is not the case 
we must choose A :
0 < \  £ 2 3 for all [ "TT ,tt] .
H (cr)
This yields to the condition:
0 < \ 3 = sup H(03) .
ni S
When au€ S, we need X to be such that:
(AI.4)
(AI.5)
| 1- X H (ou ) J £ K < 1.
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2 2 2Let us put (1-C )-2X H(cju) + X H (cu) £ 0, cu € S, C > 0 for some X and C to be 
chosen.
In making such a choice X must satisfy:
( w  » ) > £or 311 s-
1"C 1-CSince ojG S, then —  --y < -jj- ; this implies that C should be such that
1 > C * 1 “1 H| oa
1+-T M
>  0 (AI.6)
in order that X can exist. X should belong to ( 1-C 1+C \ , . ,“m "” , ]Jh[P" ' which is non-empty
because of (AI.6),. Finally, X must also satisfy (AI.5);by getting both conditions 
together, we have
\  C m  2 n n ,1-C 1+CNx € (0’ MU > n (~> >
Since C is positive and less than 1, (AI.7) is equivalent to X€ M M
(AI.7)
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Appendix II
We present here an extension of Theorem 1 to the case where H is a 
shift-variant linear operator. The constraint involved is TP where T is the 
truncation operator and P is the following positive operator:
(Px) (n) = *
x(n), if x(n) ^ 0 
0 otherwise
Theorem
Let h:h(m,n), -«<xn<+c=, - ® < n < + ®  , be a sequence such that:
(a*)
+ CO
2  h(m,n) • h(m,n) < +  «, for all n,n: n £ n,n £ n. 
m=- « c
(V) h(m,n) ^ 0, for all m,n .
( O  h(m,n) > 0, for n,m: na £ n,m S nb .
Then, there exist some constants A, and C < 1, such that
| (I - A h ) PTx | £C | PTx | 
for all sequences x:x(n), -c=<n<-f = , •
Proof
We will start b1 t h a t H «T* T» --11 . _ 1il A * •*’* ¡1 »
-CO
. nb
2 | Ty (m) -A 2
m = -< = n=n
Let us call =  D-.-
where A is to be chosen properly. (AII.l) becomes:
I T  r 2 nb o nb- t (Ty (m)) - 2ATy (m) • I h (m,n)y (n) +A Z ( I h (m,n)y (n)) }
m="ca n=na n=n
(AII.l)
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nb nb 2 i" °b= 1 - 2 X 2 y(m)• 2 h(m,n)y(n) +X « 2  (2 h(m,n)y(n)) .
m = n . n=n. mss-oo n=n.
Using the property (a1) of h we get
ub
+ *  >  2 ( 2  h(m,n)y(n))^ » 2“ 2“ ( 2 h(m,n)h(m,n))y(n)y(n)2 %  nb + *m=s-cs n=n. n=na n=na m=-«
Now, we have the function : z “* | (I-X h)z||2 defined over the set
S = {z :z (n), n^r^n^ : |jz|[ =1, z ^ o} which is a compact set. Taking into 
account that Y^ is real-valued (and finiteJ) and continuous, Y^ attains its 
maximum value over S':
m a x  Y^ (z) = C. 
z€ S'
(All.2)
We want X to be a real number (and positive) such that C ^ < 1  . But (All.2) says 
that it will be enough to find X :
Y^ (z) < 1, for all z€ s ' .
So, we want to choose X such that
nb nb 2 +“ n^-2X 2 2 h (m,n)y (m)y (n) + X  2 ( 2  h(m,n)y(n))2 < 0
m=n n=n m=-co n=n
ci a. A
(All.3)
for all y:y (n), n ^ n, £ n, : y 6 s 1 .a b b
By properties (b1) and (c1) we know
nb 22 ( 2  h (m,n)y (n)) is non-zero
m=-co n=n
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for all y £ S 1.
Then, getting (A6)is equivalent to choosing X :
0 < \  <
o Sb nb
2 nSn n=n h (m»n )y  (m)y  (n )a a
nb nb +»
£ I! {£ h(m,n)h(m,h)}
n=na n=na m=-=
y(n)y(n)
(All.4)
for all y € S '.
The condition (All.4) is realized when we choose \  > 0
-fOO
X • Z h(m,n) • h(m,n) < 2h(n,h), for all n £ n,n^
m=-® "b (All.5)
Such a number X exists since h(n,n) > 0, n £ n,n £ n , and since (All.5) must bea b
satisfied for a finite set of indices only. The fact that (All.5) implies (All.4)
seen by using the positiveness of y(n), n ^ n £ n , and by observing thata b
y is not identically zero. Now it is easy to see that the same \  can be 
to assure | (I - X  h )TPx|!2 £ C ||TPx||2, C< 1 when ¡¡TPxlj2 £ 1.
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ABSTRACT
This paper has two main purposes. First, some new algorithms for the 
extrapolation of multidimensional band-limited sequences are presented. These 
algorithms extend those given in [1] in two ways: (1) We do not impose any
restrictions on either the shape of the region containing the set of samples 
of the 2-dimensional signal to be extrapolated or the shape of its pass-band 
zone. (2) We obtain a class of sequences which are band-limited extrapolations 
of the given data (including the minimum norm solution of [1] as a special case). 
This is useful when some apriori information about the signal to be extrapo­
lated is available. The second objective of our paper is to relate the dis­
crete extrapolation problem to the continuous signal extrapolation problem [2]. 
Specifically, we prove that the solution obtained by using our approach for 
the discrete extrapolation problem tends to the solution of the continuous 
problem when the sampling rate used in the known part of the continuous signal 
to be extrapolated approaches infinity.
II .2
I. INTRODUCTION
Let us begin by recalling what is meant by continuous signal extra­
polation and discrete signal extrapolation. Let f: ]R n — > C be a multi­
dimensional signal of finite energy,
2 4 1
and let f be band-limited to some set Cl,
f(iu) = 0 if U36&£lRn, (2)
where f denotes the continuous Fourier transform of f. Now, if we are given
a piece of f only, (i.e.: we know the function g: Cl — » C : g(x) = f (x), x 6 d  )c c
then the continous extrapolation problem is
To find f: H n — » C such that
i) f is band-limited to C l .
ii) f(x) = g(x) for x€(2,.
It is well known that f is uniquely determined because f is an analytic
function (We assume that Cl contains, at least, an open set). Several authorsc
have addressed this problem and some algorithms were given ([2],[3],[4], among 
others). The technique suggested in [2] involved the computation of the so-called 
prolate spheroidal wavefunctions. These functions were shown to be very use­
ful in understanding the extrapolation problem, as well as in proving the conver­
gence of the iterative algorithm given in [3]. Ref. [4] presented an iterative
1/2
<  00 (1)
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procedure which is essentially equivalent to that of [3] but its convergence 
was proven without the use of the prolate functions. This equivalency was 
shown in [5]. In the same paper [4], another procedure was given which re­
quires the solution of the integral equation:
J sinc^(x-t).z(t)dt = f(x), (3)
where sinc^ is the operator whose Fourier transform is
xn (UJ)
i, u j e n
0, otherwise
(4)
This approach has one main disadvantage: the integral equation (3) may not have
a solution.
There does not exist any reason to restrict our attention to the sincQ_
kernel only, since any other kernel, say h_pL, band-limited toil, leads us to a
new approach by solving the integral equation: 
r
h^(x-t)z(t)dt = f (x) , x £ & c ^
J
provided that z(t) exists.
When any of these algorithms are applied numerically, some approximations 
are necessary, such as sampling functions, quadrature formulas for integrals, 
replacing infinite domains by finite ones, etc. As it was pointed out in [1], and 
as far as we know, no relationships were established between the approximations 
and the real solution to the problem.
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To relate the continuous extrapolation problem with the discrete one. 
it might be useful to consider the iterative procedure ([4]):
fo “ 0
f ,,(x) = f (x) + Sincn  * (g-Tf ) (x) , n+1 n J» L n
( 6 )
where g(x) = f(x), if x € $ c and 0 elsewhere, T denotes the time-limiting 
operation:
Tf (x)
rf(x), X e a
0, elsewhere
(7)
and * denotes convolution.
Now, if A is any positive real number, one possible sampled version 
of (6) is:
W  - 0
W V  = W  + a 5 /, sincn (xj -  xk) [g ( x k) • yn (xk) ]x, £C Lk c (8)
where x^ * jA , jSl TZx (the set of integer numbers).
It is well known that the sequence of functions f defined by (6), 
constitutes a family of band-limited functions which converges to f in the 
energy norm, i.e.:
f - f n 0, when n -- > ,
and, therefore, f approaches f in the maximum norm, i.e n
II. 5
max
x
fn (x)-f(x)| = ||fn - f||| ^  ^ 0, when n o o
Nevertheless, there is no apriori reason to believe that the family of sequences 
defined in (8) converges. This problem was solved in [1], for A  = 1; it was shown
that y^ converges to a sequence y in the energy norm, i.e.:
Z
k 6 & 1
yn (k) - y(k) | 2 -- » 0, n -> Co (9)
In addition, it was proven in [1] that the limit y is one solution to the 
discrete extrapolation problem:
Given ^g(k), k > a set of discrete samples, find a sequence 
z (k) , k 62Zn, such that.:
1. z(k) = g(k), k 0 *
2. z is band-limited toil., i.e.:
F(z)(UJ) * ¿L j z(k).e 
k £ Z n
ikal 0, when UJ ^ nc[-ir,Tr in
(10)
(F(z) will denote the Fourier series of the sequence z)
Since the discrete extrapolation problem does not have a unique solu­
tion, it was also shown in [1] that the sequence y of (9) has the minimum- 
norm property among those which satisfy 1. and 2. Due to this simple charac­
terization of y, many other algorithms may be chosen to compute it. Nevertheless,
[1] did not discuss the relationship between y and the continous extrapolation 
problem.
Taking into account that the discrete extrapolation problem has infinite 
many solutions, we think there is no reason to believe that the minimum-norm 
extrapolation y is the only useful sequence to approximate the solution of the 
continuous problem. In this paper, we will show that, in fact, there exist 
many other criteria to pick up solutions to the discrete extrapolation problem
\
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which yield approximations of the continuous problem. All the results are valid 
for multi-dimensional signals. Since we do not need any restriction on the 
sets ¿2 and jfl , our results extend those discrete techniques presented in [1] 
to 2-dimensional signals. We also present some iterative techniques, which 
generalize that of (8), which are shown to be convergent by using the results 
obtained in a recent paper ([6]). The connection between the discrete and con­
tinuous extrapolation problems will be made by means of a rather general 
theorem on interpolation by means of band-limited functions. This theorem 
indicates that many other techniques might be investigated in order to get 
approximations of the continuous extrapolation problem. In connection with 
the new algorithms presented here, we also include some numerical examples.
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II. MAIN RESULTS
In this section we present our main results. Section II.1 is devoted 
to new techniques for the discrete extrapolation problem. Section II.2 is 
mainly concerned with the connection between the discrete and the continuous 
problems.
II. 1 Let z: z(n), n G .Q . be a finite sequence. We want to extrapolate z
to a band-limited sequence. One possible technique to do such extrapolation is 
as follows: Let h: h(m), m e T  be a band-limited sequence. Then, if we
define y = h * x, where x is any sequence, we will get another band-limited 
sequence y. Now, if we could find an x which makes y(n) = z(n), n £  Q  , then 
we would get one possible band-limited extrapolation of z. The next theorem 
states this result:
Theorem 1
Let Jfi be any non-zero measure subset of [-"IT ,TT ]n and Q_ be 
any finite subset of T L  . Let h: [-T,T] — > 1R be a non-negative, bounded
A
function, which satisfies h(uJ) * 0, Let z(n), n £  CL be a set
of observations. Then, if we define y = h * x, where h is the sequence:
r
h(n) = ( 11)
and x is a sequence which satisfies:
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x(m) * 0 if m jé d .
z(n) ■ 2Zi h(n-m)x(m), n £ ( 2  (12)
m £ C L
Then: y is an extrapolation of r, band-limited to . Moreover, the
sequence x is the solution of the following optimization problem:
minimize 1 h(uJ) I ¿ a  s(k)eikUl
J.Q. I k e Z n
duJ
subject to
(13a)
(13b)
(13c)
It is convenient to remark that the matrix H: h(n-m), n,m € &  (14)
is positive-definite; (see the appendix for a proof) in particular, this assures 
that the sequence x, defined by equation (12), exists.
It is worth pointing out the following property:
Corollary 1
Ai A
If z (n), nfcu is real, and if h(uJ) * h(-uJ) for all OJ, then extra­
polation y given by theorem 1 is also real.
Now, we connect the result stated in Theorem 1 with those of [1],
IL9
Corollary 2
A
Under the same conditions of Theorem 1, if in addition h has the 
following properties:
(i) h(UJ) + 0
(ii) A,The function k(w) defined as follows:
0, if LxJ ¿ C l
A
k(lü) * -
1A J if uJ 6  .CL
^  h(LU)
has finite energy: k(uü)
2
duJ <  co
C-T,T]n
then, the sequence y given in (11) is the solution of the following optimization 
problem: Find s(k), k e z n:
minimize ^ (UJ)
2
F(s) (uj ) duu (15)
subject to:
s(m) « z(m), m (X (16a)
F(s) is bounded in [-T, TT]n 
s is band-limited toiTL
Corollary 3
If h satisfies
Cl, Uü £.TL
h(LLi)
0, otherwise
(16b)
(16c)
(17)
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then, the extrapolated sequence y is the minimum-norm solution of the discrete 
extrapolation problem, where z(m), m £  (X  Is the initial data.
Since the matrix H defined in (14) is positive-definite,well known.
algorithms may be applied to solve the system of equations (12). In the 1-
dimensional case, if h(w) = h(-w),lD£ C-TT »IT3 , then H is symmetric and
since H is Toeplitz, the Levinsonfs algorithm can be applied. For the multi-
Adimensional case, more conditions related to the symmetry of h are necessary to 
assure H to be block Toeplitz.
Anyway, in the 1-dimensional case, as well as in the multidimensional 
case, we have an iterative algorithm to compute x(m), m £  ¿2 , and therefore,
to compute y(m), m e r  . This algorithm yields some generalizations of 
the interative approach (8).
Theorem 2
Under the same conditions as in'Theorem 1, let \  be any real 
number such that:
(a)
(b)
1 - Xh(uJ) 
1 - ^h(uj)
4 1 , for all uuie [-TT,ir]n.
4 K  < 1 ,  for some K and for all UJ6.0. .
Then, the sequence xk (m), m £. Q . , k£.21 , k ^  0, given by the formulas: m & C L
0x (m) * any initial guess.
x^+^(m) » x^(m) + 7\.(z(m)k+i , , 2  , kh(m-n)x (n))
n e a
(18)
converges to the solution of equation (12). Moreover, the sequence y (m), 
® £ Z ”, k € Z  , k ^  0 , given by
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y any initial guess band-limited to
yk+1(m) = yk (m) + \  (z(n) - y^(n))h(m-n) (19)
n £ &
converges to the extrapolation y, given in Theorem 1, in the energy norm, i.e.
k. - it
y - y l!
■> 0, k c-o
It is clear that (19) becomes (8) when the dimension n is 1, A. = 1  and 
h(m) = sinc£^(m), m£,¡Z .
The recursive formula (19) is well known. The interesting point is 
about the way ■ X was chosen. We have a set of admisible values for X  which
A  *depends on h only. This means that any A. in this set is useful to make the 
iteration (19) converges, no matter what (X  is considered. In other words, 
A, does not depend on the size of the matrix H. The conditions imposed >on h, 
i.e.: boundnes and non-negativity, assure that the set of possible values of 
is non-empty (see [6]).
To end this section, we would like to point out that equation (12) 
might be understood as a sampled version of the integral equation
a ,
h (s-t)x(t)dt = f(s), s€ :C ¿ ( 20)
where z(n) = f(nA) and where the integral is to be replaced by
A  S h ^ [  (m-n) A ] x ( n / i )
n 6 CL
Nevertheless, we think that this approach should be avoided since (20) might 
not have any solution. Even if this was not the case, the sampled approximation
A hj^[ (m-n) A]x(n A) = z(m), m &CL
n € a ( 21)
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would be a non-reliable technique to approach the solution x(t), t (X  ' though
Cm
(21) has always a unique solution: x ^ ( n ) , n S Q ,  there is no evidence that x ^  (n) 
approaches x(t) when A tends to zero. On the other hand, we are interested 
in getting a good approximation of f beyond C [ and not in determining an
approximation of x(t), t e a  •
II.2 In this section we discuss the connection between the discrete and the 
continuous extrapolation problems. We begin by stating the main result:
Theorem 3
Let f be band-limited to n  
nof subsets of H  such that:
(i) Mesh (S.) * sup ( 
z€ S,
inf
y^z
Let S, : k £  2», k 0 be a family
I y-z | tends monotonically to zero.
y
ii) Sk C. ( 2 C , for all k.
iii) XT S, Is dense in a certain open subset of ¿2 .
k
Let k ”^  0 a sequence of .Cl -band-limited functions:
a) fk(x) = f°r x ^ Sk •
b) ^  C , for all k.
Then, there exists a subsequence f which converges to f uniformly over compact
nsets in ]R , i.e.: for each K ^  H  compact and given £  >  0 , there exists
such thatkq 6 Z  , kQ >  0
sup
x 6 K
f(x) - fnk(x) , for all k >  kQ,
We would like to point out that Theorem 3 may be understood as an 
interpolation theorem where each fk is a C L -band-limited interpolation of 
the data f (x), x £  S . Property b) states that the energy of f must beiC
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bounded by some constant C, which is independent of k. Then, given any 
compact set K, any interpolation fn^ is close to f over K when k ? / k. 
Nevertheless, since fnk is a subsequence of f^, the theorem does not assure, 
in principle, that f^ will be close to f over K for all h > / n^.
Now, we give a complementary result which will be useful:
Theorem 4
Under the same conditions and notations as in Theorem 3, let us 
suppose that the constant C can be chosen as |[f|| ^ , i.e.:
[]fk || ¡jf|j , for all k £ / Z  , k >/ 0.
Then, the subsequence fnk converges to f uniformly over,the whole space H n
Now we will apply these results to relate the continuous and the
A ndiscrete extrapolation problems: Let us suppose that h: ]R — » ]R is non­
negative, bounded and h(w) = 0, w i c i .  We assume h(w) i  0, w • We
are given f(x), x G . C i c » where f is a  -band-limited with finite energy,
AWe assume that f and h satisfy the following relationship:
~  has finite energy in H :  
h
f ( W )
Jo. h(UL3)
duj < ( 22)
Now, let (T^)k be a sequence of positive numbers such that:
i) T^ tends monotonically to zero.
N " {llx ll >supf -  >  || nk
and let us consider the following sample sets Q  C t^
, for all k.
sk * j®. Tfc: m. Tk ei2t, m£2Zn j.
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The family £ ^satisfy all the conditions stated in i), ii) and iii) of
Theorem 3. Now, for each k we take samples of f over S^: Z^(n) * f(nT^), nT^
and we look for a discrete extrapolation of ZT^(n), n£(2xk ■ £m: niT^€ ûc ) .  
band-limited to T^.O, =* ^T^.x:x We know that we need a criterion to pick
up one extrapolation. Let us suppose that we follow the technique given in
Theorem Is
yTk(m) * 0*Tk* XTk)(m), m
where F(hxv)(uJ) = h ( ~ ) , E“Tr^Tr] 
* k
We recall that
u / .\ “iudshi iiJ ). €
> n
Then, the function
( 22 ’ )
nh(s) = * w do), s e n “.
fk (s) " (Tk nm 6  Û-X
h(s-mTk)xxk (m) s £  1R (23)
is band-limited to n  ; in addition, since hxk(n-m) * (Tk)n .h(T^(n-m)), we 
also have f^(mT^) * yxk(m), for all m and, in particular, f^(x) = f(x), when 
X  €  s k  .
Theorem 1 and the relationship between f and h given by formula (22) 
yield to the following theorem (for a detailed proof, see the Appendix).
Theorem 5
There exists a constant C such that
¡1 fk||2< 6 for 311 k-
where f is given by formula (23).
It is worth pointing out that the function fk given in (23) is
the natural interpolation of y^On), m > by means of a .O. -band-limited
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waveform. In fact (23) is exactly the same as (22’) replacing the discrete 
variable m by the continuous one S (properly scaled).
Now, taking into account Theorem 5, the other properties of f^ and 
Theorem 3, we obtain the following result:
Theorem 6
There exists a subsequence of T^: Tn^ — > 0 such that fn^ approaches 
f uniformly over any compact set in H n .
Note that when h is the indicator function of .0.(17), property (22) 
holds, since f has finite energy. In this particular case, it will be shown 
in the Appendix that the constant C in Theorem 5 can be chosen equal to ||f 
Therefore, Theorem 4 applies and we have a subsequence which converges uni­
formly over ]R n to f. In addition, it can be proved that Jjf^ Jj^ — f || ^  * w^ere
the limit is taken over the whole sequence and not only for n^.
Two questions remain unanswered. The first one is related to the 
convergence of f^ to f where k is any index, when h is the indicator of a .
The other question is about the convergence of fn^ to f over the entire H n 
A
when h is an arbitrary' function which satisfies the properties discussed above,
i.e.: bounded, positive and (22).
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III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
The purpose of this section is to present some numerical examples 
related to the new extrapolation techniques given in Section II.1. We will 
solve the extrapolation problem following the ideas given in Theorem 1,
Section II.1. We are given f:[-l,l] — > K. which is a piece of a band-limited
*n* ttfunction (here.0. = (—j  j-^ -)) . The frequency response of the kernel h, which 
were used are plotted in Figures 1, 2 and 3. They will be called h^, h^ and 
h^» respectively. The data f will be a piece of h^, h^ or h^ sampled on 
[-1,1] using T * -j. All the extrapolations to be considered are
on [-3,3] and they are sampled using the same T as in the known interval [-1,1].
We use two approaches. In the first approach, we solve the system 
of equations.
Z - Hx (12)
by means of the computer algorithm given in [11]. We recall that H is given
by the formula H = T.h. f(m-n)Ty and Z: Z =* h.(nT) where h. and h. are m,n i L J n j i j
the filter and the data to be used. The extrapolation is given by y = h * x.
Tables 1, 2 and 3 summarize the results obtained with this approach.
In the first case (Table 1), we use h^ and the data, sampled with T * ~  (see(a)) 
and h^ as the filter (see (b)). The result is much better than that obtained 
with h2 as the filter (c). Nevertheless, it is clear that the last combination 
(i.e. h^ data and filter) does not satisfy the relationship (22). Also 
included was the solution of the system of equations (12) (see (d)). It is 
seen that (d) is far from the real solution of (12). That shows that the 
technique may not be reliable. Nevertheless, it is also seen that the extrap­
olation is of acceptable quality beyond (-1,1). The phenomenon, which was
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also observed in the other numerical examples given below, has not been fully 
explained yet. Although the solution Xq given by the algorithm [11] is far 
from the actual solution, the extrapolated values on [-1,1] are close to thè 
real samples. This effect may be explained as a consequence of the ill-condi­
tioned nature of the matrix H. We think that for the examples considered here 
small errors inside [-1,1] (i.e.: Hx^ -z ft small) assure the extrapolation
to be close to the real waveform on the sample points in [-3,3].
In the second case (Table 2) we used as the data, (a) is the list
of samples on [-3,3] with T = (of course, only the points in [-1,1] will
be used in the extrapolation procedure). (b), (c) and (d) show the extrapola­
tion obtained using h^, h^ and h^ as the filters, respectively. Last, Table (3) 
shows the corresponding results when h^ provides the data.
The main observation that can be drawn from the examples is that, in
all cases, the best extrapolation is given when the filter is the same as
the data. Another observation is that the h^ filter performs better than the
h^ one where the data is h^ and better than h^ when the data is h^. However,
we tried some other examples using T = and the result was not the same aslo
those obtained with T = t . It was observed in that case that when h„ is theo 2
given data, h^ performs better than h^. On the other hand, h^ performs still 
better than h^ when the data is h^.
The second approach used here is the iterative one given in Theorem 2. 
The filter and the data were chosen to be h^ (therefore, the iterative technique 
coincides with that given in Reference [1]). It is clear that the iterative 
approach is unacceptably slow (Table 4(b))(the same conclusion was obtained from 
other examples not included here). However, the solution of (12) provided by 
the iterative technique ((C) Table 4) is much closer to the actual solution than
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that given by the exact algorithm [11]. But the extrapolation is of poor 
quality. The numerical properties of the various algorithms are being studied 
further, and we hope to present some of the results in a future paper.
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IV. APPENDIX
Theorem 1 (proof)
The formula which is to be minimized is
^ç^h(uJ) | 2 T  x(m).eim,ÜJ| dud * G(x)
But (Al) becomes:
(Al)
m
Z Em n h(m-n)x(ra) .x* (n) = G(x) (A2)
On the other hand, the constraint J  h ( u d ) X k X ( m ) . imuJ -ikude . e d UJ = z (k) ,
m
becomes:
£m x(m).h(k-m) = z(k), k e û (A3)
It is easy to see that
Z Z h(n-k)x(k)x*(n) = \ h(lij) 
k & a  n e a  
J^^hilJ. [¿J x(m)eim*U^l duj (A4)
m
Since h is non-negative and not identically zero. (A4) is always positive 
unless x(m) = 0, m 6Q(^2 is finitel). This proves that H: h(n-k), n, k £  Q  
is positive definite. Then, we can write when n £ £ 2  :
x(n) - £(n,k)z(k) - £(n,k). £  h(k-m)x(m)
k e û  k £ û
(A5)
RSince we have h(n-k) = h(k-n) , then the inverse c(n,k) satisfies £(n,k) - 
i  (k,n)* . Taking conjugates in (A5):
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x (n) = î k,n)z (k) - r  r  Z (k,n)h(m-k)x (m),n SÛ. (A6) 
k € ¿2 k £ Û  m f O
On the other hand, equation (A3) is equivalent to:
2-j h(n-m)x(m) = z(n) - h(n-m)x(m), n 6  Û
m £ Û  m(pCL
Now, replacing (A7) into (A2) and using (A5), (A6) we get:
(A7)
(A8)
G(x) = X j IEj £(k,n)z(n)z (k)- S  T j zLj z(n) 0(k,n)h(m-k)x (m) 
n£il k€ il k€û mf=il nêû
+ h(n-m) 2 (m,k)x*(n)z (k) + T T  w _ m'>vfm'W*l'r,ï
n e a m e a k e a  m j a n t a h<-n ~m )x<-m )x (n)
- S  h(n-m)x (n) 2-' h(k-m)x(m) £(n,k)
n fjtQ . m 6 Û  k 6 Û  m
By simple inspection, the second and the third terms in (A8) cancel out.
If we put the forth and the fifth terms together we will have:
J ~ j S o  h(n-m)x(m)x (n) - ^  h(n-m) £ (n,k)h(k-m) x(m)x*(n)
n ? a  m ^ a  n i d  m e a  k € Û
It is worth pointing out that J does not depend on x(k), k é û  and it is a quad­
ratic function for x(k), k 4a . Then, we have
G(x) = 2 £  £(k,n)z(k)z*(n) + J(x)
k 6 Û  n€rû
(A9)
In (A9), the first term on the right hand: I is non-negative and it does not depend
on x(m), m eZ n. Since G(x) is always non-negative, it remains to prove that
J ^  0, to conclude that
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min G(x) = X j £(k,n)z(k)z (n)
kGfl. n€£l
and that the optimum is reached when x(m) = 0, m j - a . Then, equation (A7>will 
become:
z(n) = 2T h(n-m)x(m), n g Q
m €  (X
Now, let us suppose that J < 0 for some x(k), k (j. CL . Then, we define a new 
sequence: r(k), k £ Z n:
r(k) = 3.x (k), k ^ Q .  
and r (k), k €  CL:
2  h(n-k)r(k) = z(n) - S  h(n-k)r(k), n £  Q . (A10)
k € C L  k £ ( X
where is some real number. . Since (A10) is the constraint equation (A8), 
then formula (A9) holds:
G(r) - I + J(r) - X + ?\.2J(x) (All)
2 2Now, choosing X  large enough we get I + X  J(x) < 0. This X. will lead to a 
sequence r(k), k £*2» : G(r) K, 0. The last assertion is a contradiction because 
G >  0.
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Corollary 2 (proof)
Let us call the optimal value of the expression defined ¿.n (13aX, 
subject to (13b) and (13c); let x^ the optimum given by equation (12). If we 
define y^ * h * x^, then will satisfy conditions (16a), (16b) and (16c).
Then the optimal value of the functional given in (15) M. satisfies H ^  M .
¿m JL
Now, let y be any feasible solution of the problem (15), i.e.: y is any sequence 
which satisfies conditions (16a), (16b) and (16c). We define the function:
[-TT,tr]n --- »C
r
x(ui ) * ■<
0, UJ 60.
, u ieaA »
V.h(uü)
A A. Cx has finite energy because y is bounded and \ 1 dui is finite. In
Jr^\K(uj)Ii'
addition, x satisfies equation (13b) and (13c)(we consider x(n) 
In conclusion,
= [ t
a , -iuJ.n, . v x(uü).e duJ)
A
A
h
duJ Ç h J x \2 duj ^Mx (A12)
Equation (A12) implies ^  M^. Then and yQ * h * xQ realizes the
2*optimum value M
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Theorem 2 (proof)
Let % denote the unit impulse-response: % (m) » 1 and S (m) = 0, 
m ^ 0. It was proven (see[6]) that the operator:
( S - \  h) * T ^ x (A13)
defined over infinite sequences x: x(m), m£Zjn, is a contraction mapping, i.e., 
there exists a constant d < 1 such that
|j(S-Xh)*T£ <  d [I «  d ft* \\ (A14)
In formulas (A13) and (A14), T q  denotes the truncation operator relative to 
the set Q* . Now, it is clear that
x (n) XU h(n-m)x(m) n £.Cl
is also a contraction mapping defined over finite-length sequences: x(m), m £  ¿2
But the recursive formula given in (18) is convergent to the fixed point: x(n),
n £(2 *
£  
n £ &
h(m-n)x(n) = z(m) , m € iO i
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Now, denoting x^^Cm) = x^ (m) + 'X , (z (m) - 2-j h(m-n)x^(n)),ne(2
k T 1 , k i2since x approaches x when k --- > o«3 (i.e., • \x(n)-x (n)l tends
n 1
to zero) we have:
h * x --- > h * x in the energy norm, k ----> o o  .
k k kDenoting y = h * x and replacing x by its recursive form we get (19).
Theorem 3 (proof)
We know that f^ can be extended as an entire function'over <pn (the space 
of n complex variables) by means of the relation:
f (z) = \ f (uJ) .eizUJ dm z 6 C n. (A15)
We will prove that f^(z), z € I, for all k constitutes a sequence of normal func-
,ntion over C (see [7], [8]). We recall that a normal family of analytic function
nis uniformly bounded over any compact at K in C , i.e., for each K there exists
a constant c such that:&
max f (z) ^ c Tr, c„ does not depend on 1 m 1 K K m.
z € K
By means of (A15) we have, for all z £  Cn,
1 ( r  2  v 1 / 2
ifk(z)i 4 dsJ 1h n.
izuoi 2 I 1/2 
dujf (A16)
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Now, the first factor on the right-hand of (A16) is bounded by hypothesis; the 
second factor is bounded in any set of the form:
{z:(z1* * z ) £ C n
n jlm z±\ M.,i for all i (A17)
Of course, any bounded set in <Cn is contained in a set of the form (17).
Now, it is well known that any normal sequence of analytic functions in Cn con­
tains a subsequence which is convergent uniformly over compact sets (see [7]). 
But, in that case, such a subsequence fn has an analytic limit, i.e., for each
K compact set in <£n, fn -- ♦ g uniformly over K, where g is an analytic function
_nover C .
We need to prove that g(x) = f (x), when x £  JR . To this end, we recall 
that fn^(x )= f(x)» f°r x £  SnL.. Since the sequence mesh (S^) tends monoton-Jnk
ically to zero and Sn^ is a subsequence of S^, we have that U Sn^ is also dense 
in an open subset of ac , say 8C. Now, for any x £  $ c we can pick x^ arbitrar­
ily close to x such that fn^(xQ) = f(xQ) for some function fnk. Since the 
family (f^)^ -^s e<luicontinuous (because the family is normal!) we have f(x) = 
g(x). Now, both f and g are entire functions of the real variables x£]Rn ,
and they coincide on an open set 3  (which is open set in H n , not in £nI)c
then, f = g over H n and the theorem is proved.
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Theorem 4 (proof)
By Theorem 3, we know that there exists a sequence f which
nto f uniformly over compact sets of H  . Now, in addition:
1 fnk ll 8 f H 2 > for a11 k‘
Now, let us define gnk(x) = |fn^(x)|^ for all k and x 6 1 R n. gn^ is
of non-negative functions:
lim gn (x) = jf(x)|2 , for all x £ l n,
o o
Now, the well known Fatou’s theorem applies [9]:
j n  S"k(x)dX $ ilmk lnf i, n §nk(x)dxH
where lim inf denotes the lower limit of the sequence gn^(x)dx.
Then, (A19) is equivalent to:
r 2 . 2
\ If (x)l dx ^  lim inf f lfn (x)\ dxJ I • 1 k ‘ «
Now, taking into account (A18), we conclude:
[ n If(x)l dx = Hf!l $ lim inf U fnk H $ sup |jfn U ¿ . \ \ f  |!d H n ' 2 k K 2 k X 2
which means: lim \\fmll exists and equals j| f |j
converges
(A18)
a sequence
(A19)
(A20)
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Now, we apply the well known result which states: fn^ --  ^f in the energy
norm if fn approaches f in each point x 6  H n , and [|fn, ||nk ll 2 ' I f ¡1 2 (see C10J)
Theorem 5 (proof)
Since y-j^(m), m € 2 n, are samples of f^ at the points mT^, then
f^(U3) = (Tt)n. , UJ € . f l (A21)
Replacing the expresion of y-p^  given by (22'), we get, from (A21) :
f (uo = (T )". hTk(aJTk). T ,  xTk(n).einUJTk.
n c a
Now, f^ jj 2 becomes:
|fk (lU)| dUJ x2n(Tk) .
r
C L
|hTk(u;Tk)^ . I S  xTk(n) .einujTk^ diu (A22)
Changing variables in (A22): uj = Tk.UJ , we have:
Pjf - (Tk)n l v C) *2
• - , i 2m u J  , i | dU3
Now , fix (0)\ = |h(^-)\ $ for all
then: xXk(n).elnUJ\ dUJ
I
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We assure that the integral on the right hand term satisfies:
\ I^ Tt,(ÜJ) l . |S xTk (n )*eÌUJnl
Jiiv  *6a L
A
hTk(lU)
F(f (nTj)(iU)!
hr, (to )
dUJ
F(f(nir ))(W)
Just because---x— ------  satisfies all the requirements stated in properties
(13b) and (13c). Therefore* the above inequality holds from (13a). Then, we 
obtain
F(f(mTk))
hik (UJ)
(A23)
Now, since F(fnT ))(UJ) s
* k
f(~),
k
m e r i T , ,k we have
I U | | 2 ^  cl (Tk)-n ^
r  * A 1 y )f(~)
Lk
2
duJ .U k 11 2 1 C_Tk A -LUvhtír*)
k
Changing variables once more, we obtain:
dlU , where C1 3 sup h(uJ) 
1 UJ€Q-
(A24)
The bound we have obtained in (A24) does not depend on k, therefore, the theorem
is proved.
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Remarks
1. In the particular case: h(uJ) is constant uj£.Q. , then equation 
(A24) yields to:
l y  < P i -2 2
proving, in that way, our assertion in Section 2.2.
It is clear that the bounds and inequalities obtained for
fk because of Parseval’s theorem.
Ik “ 22 .
hold for
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’a) samples (b) filter (c) filter h9 (d) x0
Table 1
>07073553026307
«09204604960431
>11639584931652'
,*4371/98895554
*1738844688/138
*20670577593798
*24193180247901
♦27925416178699
*31830988618379
«35868645669528
♦39992808*64897
♦ 44154 3* 0723 7 9 3 
.48301241333*61 
»52379862090405
♦ 56335591.163996 
«601*4024988492 
♦6366*977236757 
♦66928511474227 
♦69865943602928 
«72430790934640
♦ 743346 4 5715611 
♦7629495257*004 
♦7753567*496286 
♦78237810661135 
*78539816339745 
«782878*0661135 
♦77535671496286 
♦7629495257*004 
*74584645715611 
.72430790934640
♦ 69  865943602928  
.669285*1474227 
♦63661977236757 
.60**4074988492 
.56335591165996 
♦52379362090405 
*48301241353161 
«44*543*0728793 
♦39992808164897
♦ 35868645669528 
.31830938613379 
*27925416178699 
«24*93*80247901 
«20670577593798 
*17388446887133 
»1437*798895554 
« **639584951652 
*09204604960431 
«07073553026307
(a) samples
♦070107/2070576
♦09*807069*3696
»11622514411965
*14359875821901
♦17330323690804
»20663195120273
«24*89724211601
*27923275435751
.31829716815264
*35867926360697
.39992424882212
*44154120949497
.48301156009438
.52379828242238
*56335580275613
.60*14022256630
«63661977024259
*66928511270976
♦69865943404*47
*72430790752060
*74584645579853
.76294952484386
* 97535671442820 
«782878*0632355 
♦785398*63*3737 
»78287810810930 
.7753567*690748 
,76294952703938
* 7 4584645802315, 
.72430790981525 
*69865943630793 
♦66928511489823 
.63663977250740
* 60.U  4022333348 
*56335578917124 
,52379823777665 
♦4830*144953075 
*44154097639148 
.39992330467993 
,35867847989903 
*31329536511394 
.27923068999389 
♦24*894*0*52030 
*20664733386273 
«*7379665534827 
,*4358963873313 
.11621275003426 
<09*7906172*829 
*07038630328481
(b) filter
♦0707356*7948*6 
♦09204611672723
♦ 1.1639589996154 
«14373302613486 
*17388449568331 
«20670579484828 
*24193181537097 
*27925417032433 
«31830989365388 
.35868646003703 
*39992808359076 
«44154310834652 
.48301241405935 
»52379862114262 
«56335591174656 
«60*14024990777 
.63661977237595 
♦669285**475460 
»69865943602245 
♦72430790934865 
*74584645716939 
«76294952571639 
» 77535671496878 
.782878*0661493 
♦78539816340307 
.78287810661800 
«7753567*496634 
.762949525/1212 
*74534645715186 
.72430790935769 
«69865943604142 
»66928511473969 
«63661977236922 
*60114024986359 
»56335591155684 
*52379862061437 
♦48301241289596 
*44154310602372 
«39992807935749 
«35868645273140 
♦31830987984236 
.279254*5*95739 
,24*93178772657 
»20670573483764
«17388443853136 
»143717947.06912
* * *639579289628 
»09204597452543 
»07073543248842
(c) filter
.07028323480517
«09*70373336019
.1*6*4054013444
»14353076099906
♦17374963*48723
«20661061305600
»24186399831114
«27920980288991
.31828083532127
*35866810561129
*39991677003854
»44153665460544
*48300886947254
«52379684300104
«56335524174210
*60113994126732
♦63661985326326
«669285*8190980
♦ 69865957064030'
«72430798008281 
*74584649654571 
*76294959595543 
.77535678984714 
«782878*9*41406 
.78539823752362 
.782878*9470279 
.77535685000475
* 76294958582730 
«74584647003212“ 
«72430789*21427 
.69865936471615 
.669285*6683402 
♦6366*980*54575 
♦60114073456198 
«56335678824689 
«52380041847937 
.48301547151641 
♦44*54766041902 
.39993480429985 
.35869552637450 
.31832146469969 
«27926802597358 
»24194743184489 
♦20672*73707862 
♦17389837244991 
>143/2617639310
,11639329248233 
«09202539437683 
*07068720360935
(d) filter h3
Table 2
V02706931551123 
«04795625045259 
>07189743112649 
«09882629910364 
,12861522453723 
>16107504947415 
, 1 9 S 91:; A007 0 7V :i 'A 
«23295003701988 
.27169443261153 
♦ 31177 71203 4 4 39 
,35274243805386 
>394099045176/0 
.43532806817473  
.47589235714680 
*51524630666027 
♦5528460755784 A 
.58815997768240 
.620673307585/4 
.64997586507037 
.67546644561665 
> 69691657549290 
.71395078606598 
.77630874360551 
.73380057723727 
.73631077818511 
.73380057723727 
>72630874360551 
.71395078606598 
.69691657549290 
.67546644561665 
.64992586507037 
.62067880758574 
.58815997763240 
.55284607557846 
.51524630666027 
>47539235714680 
.43532806817473 
.39409904317670 
.35274243305386 
.31177712034439 
.27169448261153 
.23295003701988 
. 19595600707915 
.16107504947415 
>1286152.2453723 
.09882629910364 
.07189743112649 
>04795625045239 
.02706931551123
(a) samples
.02724024788662 
>04308069670699 
.07198622347425 
.09888825937307 
>12365740733525 
.16110298433009 
♦19597393674053 
.23296113969786 
.27170107683287 
.31178084849944 
.35274442293098 
.39410002622344 
♦43532850755059 
.47539252927855 
.51524636073511 
.53284608727874 
.58815997756463 
.62067880736376 
.64992586508015 
.67546644572781 
.69691657563999 
.71395078619935 
>72630874398283 
.73380057743723 
.73631077833670 
.73380057766281 
.72630874380320 
.71395078611295 
♦69691657549720 
.67546644553297 
.64992586503104 
.62067830756058 
«58815997763350 
.55284608753118 
>51524636063004 
.47389232798116 
♦43532850337673 
♦39410001672059 
♦33274440389458 
.31178081333939 
>27170101751472 
♦23296104422752 
.19597378989101 
*16110276700965 
.12865709531980 
.09888782433086 
.07198563124393 
.04807990855079 
,02723921979354
(b) filter
.02728323889484
,04811376662349
«07201122652987
.09890682281275
.12867088919211
,16111251925213
>19593048593070
«23296549821316
«27170387679143
.31178254244131
.35274539155216
.39410053651227
.43532874365337
.47589262390102
.51524638223054
>55284609177033
«58815998073260
«62067880542600
>64992585740401
>67546645560651
,69691658983356
>71395078871865
«72630874384777
,73380057683337
.73631078013368
«73380057871691
«72630874358583
>71395078796195
.69691657955991
«67546645959374
>64992586761946
.62067879870301
«58815997920465
>55284605076304
«51324623663863
«47589221643284
> 43532784743002
>39409874897683
,35274212735030
>31177694993676
.27169476405834
«23295131453779
>1939591334161S
«16108138271373
«12862672927440
>09884571211296
.07192846367252
.04800384695409
.02713990503980
(c) filter
.02707309650It 3
«04796306318423
.07190262543273
> 09883013280 817
.12861806695604
«16107708072308
>19595742079806
.23295099057496
«27169510315362
>31177750725629
.35274266819135
,39409917216904
>43532813333354
«47589238688397
.51524631728239
>55284607917758
.58815997722718
.67067880764448
>64992536522635
,67546644655317
.69691657633894
>71395078622822
.72630874384572
,73380057744998
>73631077833352
,73380057772443
>72630874366723
.71395078649857
.69691657573912
«67546644542790
.64992536471226
.62067830631048
>58815997730153
>55284607319345
« 5152 4630332415
.47589234811176
> 43532804765255 
,39409900314513 
>35274235400675 
,31.177696779105 
«27169421974077 
,23294960591011
> 19595532824565 
.16107402072680 
>12861371393728 
>09332414218987 
.07189442586309 
« 04795215837589
> 0 2 7 0 6 3 3 5 4 7 8 4 2 7
(c) filter h^ -
Table 3
->29279990487287 
-.29441971273457 
->28381571790791 
- ,26011280408958 
-> 22275094012770 
-.17151341580962 
->10654578320493 
-.02836473105037 
.06214358290023 
>16373590021311 
♦27483476394020 
♦ 39356146344383 
♦51777821793923 
*64513850363114 
> 77314416915926 
-*89920776342964 
1>02071332608082 
1*13510876964443 
1>23992291808134 
1*33288026117779 
1> 41193653875738 
1>47533838138218 
1>52167040188691 
1>54989334965484 
1>55937220033535 
1*54989334965485 
1>52167010188689 
1>47533838128213 
1>41193633375733 
1>33238026117779 
1>23992291308136 
1>13510376964443 
1>02071332608082 
>39920776342964 
>77314416915926 
>64513850363114 
>31777821793923 
>39356146344332 
>2743347639401? 
>16373590021310 
>06214358290022 
->02836473105037 
->10654578320493 
*•>17151341580962 
•*,22275094012770 
-♦26011280403958 
-*28381571790791 
-.29441971273457 
-♦29279990487287
-.08713507494 
*111162110041 
♦296715143258 
.464075988913 
*608317455935 
*725133888983 
*311221605067 
*863884926879 
.881614432423 
*86588492637? 
*811221605067 
*725133833983 
* 6083174559853 
.4640759889181 
>296715143253 
*11 U  621100 U  
-.037135074942
(a) filter
after 50 iterations
7 \ = 1/3.14
Table 4
solution of 
the system
C*
4 
V
J 
'.J
 
V 
J 
C.
4 
C*
4
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ABSTRACT
We present some theoretical results on the band-limited signal
extrapolation problem. In section I we describe four basic models for
the extrapolation problem. These models are useful in understanding the
relationship between the continuous extrapolation problem and some discrete
algorithms given in refs. [1] and [2]. One of these models was shown to
approximate the continuous band-limited extrapolation problem ([3]).
Another model is obtained when DFT is used to implement the well-known
iterative algorithm given in refs. [4] and [5] which was designed for
solving the continuous extrapolation problem; in section II this model is
related to the continuous model. We also present some new techniques for
solving the continuous extrapolation problem when the known part of the
signal to be extrapolated is contaminated with noise n(x) : max |r,(x)| £ s.
x
In section III we show that the extrapolation problem is very sensitive 
to noise even in cases where only small amounts of extrapolation are 
desired. This result indicates that in the presence of' noise extrapolation 
techniques should be used judiciously in order to obtain reasonable results.
III.l
I. Introduction
Let us begin by recalling what is meant by continuous band-limited extrapo­
lation. Let f be a finite energy function defined over the real line:
(f e  l2)
CO (1)
Let us suppose that its Fourier transform f i3 zero outside [-H,C l ] :  f(u>) =* 0, 
a) ^  [-H,Q ]. Since f is analytic, given a piece of f, say g : [-T, T] -*■ C : 
g(t) ■ f(t), t € [-T, T], we can expect to recover f(t), when t ^ [-T, T] from 
g. Hence, the continuous extrapolation problem is (under the conditions stated 
above):
Find f(t), t 4  [“T, T]
given f(t), t e  [-T, T].
(see fig. 1(a)). This model will be referred to as the continuous-continuous 
model. The finite-energy property of f ensures that f is a function. 
Moreover, it can be shown that (Parseval's identity)
,+co
/fP dx 12TT
a « 2f doj (2)
The band-limited property assumed for f gives us the following inversion 
formula:
f(t) = ^  / f(tf) e"i£dt 'diti (3 )
, +ao
Nevertheless, f(ad) may not be written as / f(t) e*0* dt, since f(t) is
not integrable on the real line.
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One possible way of getting an extension of the Fourier transform 
for non-integrable functions is by means of the distribution theory [6].
. a 2(The Fourier transform f for f £ L can be understood in the distributional 
sense). Probably, the most important mathematical consequence to signa-1 
analysis of such an extension is to get a rigorous definition of the Fourier 
transform for continuous periodic signals.
Let f be a P-periodic signal defined over the real line;
f(t) = f(t + P) for all t, (4)
and let us suppose that f is Q-band-limited. This means that its distribu-
A
tional Fourier transform f is supported in [-&, Q]. In that case it can
A
he proved that f is a linear combination of impulses. The weights in that 
linear combination are related to the DFT of samples of f. Now, we 
have another model for the band-limited extrapolation problem, which we call 
continuous-discrete: given a piece f(t), t € [-T,T], of a £-band-limited 
P-periodic signal f(t), we want to determine f(t), t ^  [-T,T] (see fig. 1(b)). 
The solution for this extrapolation model is unique since f is analytic. 
Moreover, f is a linear combination of exponential functions:
ko -2Hin-fc/P
*<*=> = L  cn * ■ ' (5)n=-ko
opwhere kQ - [^] (3o0 [7])
The two models given in fig. 1(a) and 1(b) are both concerned with 
the continuous extrapolation problem; this means that the signals to be 
extrapolated are continuous in time. .Nevertheless, in the first case the 
Fourier transform is also continuous in time, while in the second case the
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Fourier transform is a finite array of impulses. There is a major difference 
in solving the extrapolation problems for the two models: the P-periodic
Q-band-limited function is completely determined by 2kQ + 1 samples in 
[-T, T]. This assertion is a consequence of (5)([lj). Of course, this is 
rot the case for model (la).
An attempt to solve the extrapolation problem given in model (la) is 
the following well-known iterative procedure [4],.[5]:
f = 0o
f^ l  " 3inCQ *  ( S +  ( I -  J[-T,T]) V  <6> 
where I is the identity operator and J^_T is the truncation to [-T,T]. One 
possible way of getting a numerical implementation of the recursive formula
(6) is based on the following identity
fn+l = fn + s i n c n *(g - ) , n >0 (6’)
In addition, it is necessary to sample the functions and the convolution 
in (6*). After doing that we get the following discrete recursion:
yn+iC3) * yn (j> + sine (A(j-m))(g(mA) - y (m))) (7)
n+ n &m€[-T,T] n  n
yG (j) - o
where L  denotes the distance between two consecutive samples and j is any integer
number. Now, it is clear that yn+1(j) may not be f ^ ( j A ) • It is well-
known that uniformly on the real line. On the other hand, it was
shown in [2] that the sequence y tends to the minimum norm solution y ofn
the following discrete-continuous extrapolation problem of g(mA) = z (m),
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Given 2 (m), m 5 A (A is a finite set of integer numbers) find a 
finite-energy sequence y(m), m $Z:
(i) y is band-limited to (-fXyQ).
(ii)' y(m) * z(m), m 6 A.
Under condition (i), the band-limited property should be understood 
in terms of the Fourier series of y, that is to say
+ oo
F(y)(o;) =* Y. y(m).em a J  = 0 when | col > Q
m =-co
Thi3 is the third model sketched in Fig. 1(c). This model appears as a 
consequence of the numerical implementation of the recursion (6f). However, 
it is also clear that the extrapolation problem which the recursive formula
(7) approaches is completely different from the original problem (model 1(a)). 
In ref. [3] model 1(c) was fully connected with model 1(a).
Another technique of implementing the recursive relationship (6) is 
by means of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). Equation (6) can be 
written in the following equivalent form:
fn+l = \ + l  <8a)
3n+i = (s + (;i'J [-T,x])fn),V <8b)
where is the truncation function to [-.£,£23, v and A denote inverse
and direct continuous Fourier transform respectively. Replacing V and A by 
their corresponding DFT and implementing the frequency cut-off operator in 
terms of samples of the frequency space, we get the following recursion
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i n+l(j) = M I  * (m) e21Tlmj/M j £ [-N, N]m=-N (5*)
o< (m)
N
£  P(J>ej=-N
-2lTijin/M
N > l " l  > k Q - [ f $
[ml 4  k
(9b)
jB(i) =
g ( jA ) ,
^ n o),
JI < $
N > l j  1 > [ | ]
(9c)
In formulas (9b) and (9c) A denotes the distance between consecutive samples
which is used to extract values of g inside [-T,Tj, and to approach the
continuous Fourier transform; M =* 2N + 1 is the length of the DFT. There
is no a priori evidence that justifies the convergence of the procedure
given by (9) because is not f (jA) . In ref. [1] it was proven
X 0that if kQ “ [^ ] = L then t  ^converges to the solution of the following 
discrete-discrete extrapolation problem
Given the sequence x(n), -L 4 n  4 L
Find a sequence h (n), -N 4  n 4 N such that
(i) h(n) is band-limited to [-kQ, kQ] 
(ii) h(n) = x(n), n 6 [-L, L]
Condition (i) should be understood in terms of the DFT,
£  h(a) e-2,rin"/M 
n=-N
0 N >  lm\ > L, M = 2N + 1
(10a)
(10b)
Fig. 1(d) sketches this new model for the extrapolation problem.
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In ref. [1] it was assumed that the number of non-zero frequencies 
is the same as the number of given samples: x(n), n [-L,L]. Neverthe­
less, as well as it was done for the discrete-continuous model (c), it 
should not be difficult to prove that when kQ > [^ ] the same algorithm
(9) converges to the minimum norm sequence h(n) which satisfies (10a),
T(10b). The case kQ <£ [^ ] = L may not yield any solution.
It is clear that the discrete-discrete model is completely different 
from the continuous-continuous model. Nevertheless, it naturally appears 
from another numerical implementation of equation (6). Unlike the discrete- 
continuous case, this model has not been connected to the continuous-continuous 
case. In other words, no one has shown how the extrapolation obtained by 
means of the discrete-discrete model is related to the original continuous- 
continuous problem. It is worth pointing out that the recursive equation (9) 
is just a method of getting the extrapolated sequence, given by equations (10a) 
and (10b) . Hence the solution provided by the algorithm (9) was not related 
to the continuous solution. Some relationships between models 1(a) and 1(d) 
will be given in Section II. Nevertheless, we did not get the same class of 
relationships we had obtained for the connection between models 1(a) and 
1(c) ([3]). To end this section we would like to point out that the continuous- 
discrete 1(b) and discrete-discrete 1(d) models are closely related. This 
is because a continuous P-periodic Q.-band-limited function is completely 
determined by the samples f(nA) where A. satisfies:
and | = 2N + 1A A
Then, if A is small enough so that
$ >
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then the discrete-discrete model will apply and the solution given by thi3 
model will coincide with the samples of the P-periodic continuous extrapo­
lation.
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II. MAIN RESULTS
This section is divided into two parts. The first part (II.a) is 
devoted to the 6 -tolerance band-limited extrapolation problem. The second 
part (II.b) is concerned with further relationships between the discrete- 
discrete model and the continuous-continuous model for the band-limited 
extrapolation problem. All proofs are relegated to the Appendix.
II.a
In this Section we address the 6 -tolerance band-limited extrapolation 
problem. We present some theoretical results and their application to the 
extrapolation of noisy signals. These results show that the 
discrete-discrete model and the discrete-continuous model can be applied 
to obtain approximations for a continuous-continuous extrapolation problem 
in the presence of noise. Let g be a piece of an Q-band-limited signal, 
g : [-T, T] -*-C, and € be any positive number. Then, the 6-tolerance band- 
limited extrapolation problem can be stated in the following way;
Find h : R C :
h is band-limited to [-i?, Q] (11a)
lh (t) - g(t) | £ 6 for t 6[-T, T], (lib)
It is clear that conditions (11a) and (lib) do not define h uniquely (see 
Section III). Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 present two techniques for getting 
a solution of this problem. The techniques are based on the approximation 
of the solution by means of the discrete-discrete model (adapted for the 
6-tolerance case). On the other hand, Theorem 3 presents a different approach 
based on the discrete-continuous model (adapted for the 6-tolerance case).
)
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In the latter case, we obtain a solution of (11a) and (lib) which is 
characterized as the minimum energy band-limited function among those which 
satisfy (11a) and (11b)
Theorem 1
Given € > 0  and g : [-T, T] -^C a piece of a Cl-band-limited function
f +  co
f which is assumed to be absolutely summable, i.e., / J f(x)( dx < + co .
Let M be any positive integer and
-vi
—  C O
£2M
Let us define the following sequence of functions:
=  -  yM TA-
k = - k
z^(k)*e2TTikx/MA L** J ( 12)
where z.(k), -k 4 k A k satisfies A' o o
« * o
2Ttikn/M - g(nA) è » ft £ [”k^,k^] (13 a)
u
z minimizes £  [z(k)| among those which satisfy condition
k=-k
(13a) (13b)
Then, there exists a subsequence of real numbers A 0 and a Sl-band- 
limited function h such that:
max j h (x) - g (x) \ 4 €. » and
x£[-T,T]
4>. approaches h uniformly over compact sets in the real line, when A — 'An n
(VK compact set, V 5 i  0,Vn>n ($) : max ! 'f (x) - g(x) I 4 5 )
0 xeK An
0.
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Observe that the definition of A ensures that k . o
It is clear that the sequence of functions constitutes a family of 
Mfirperiodic Or band-limited functions. The condition (13a) merely says 
that 4^ satisfies \ ^nA) - g(nA) \ ^  € when n& s [-T, T]. In addition, 
condition (13b) is a technical requirement to ensure that tp can be bounded 
on compact sets in the complex plane (a detailed proof is included in the 
Appendix).
It is also clear that conditions (13a) and (13b) can be put, for M = 2N+1, 
in this equivalent way:
We seek for a M-periodic sequence y(n), n £ (-«, +«) such that:
(a) y is band-limited to f-k , k ].o o
0>) ly(n) - g(nA)\ A e for n £  [-k , k ].o o
(c) If z denotes the M-point DFT of y, then z minimizes 
N
£  [z(k)l, where y satisfies (a) and (b). 
k=-N
Conditions (a) and (b) are the discrete-discrete counterpart of the problem 
which Theorem 1 solves. Condition (c*) is an additional constraint ((a) and 
(b) do not define y(n) uniquely) that makes the connection between both
problems possible. There is another (c)-type constraint which also leads 
to a solution of the continuous extrapolation problem with 6-tolerance.
That is the purpose of the next theorem.
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Theorem 2
Under the same conditions and assumptions *as in Theorem 1, if we
replace condition (13b) by the following one;
' ko 2
z a minimizes V  | z(k) \  among those which satisfy condition (13a) 
a k=-k
° (13b1)
then, the same conclusion as in theorem 1 holds: There exists a subsequence
& -** 0 such that ^  h' uniformly over compact sets and h 1 is a solution
m
of (11a) and (lib).
We have already pointed out that the continuous-continuous extrapola­
tion problem with 6 -tolerance has no unique solution. Hence the extrapo­
lated signal h given in Theorem 1 and its counterpart h T given in Theorem 2 
may not coincide. The characterization of these solutions has not yet been 
found. However, it is our conjecture that the solution provided by Theorem 2 
is the minimum noisy signal among those which satisfy conditions (11a) and 
(H b )  .
Another possible approach is obtained by means of the continuous- 
discrete model. In this case, the solution h" can be characterized as the 
minimum-energy ft-band-liniited function which satisfies
max | g(x) - h"(x) 6.
xe[-T,T]
Nevertheless, its computation may be more involved.
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Theorem 3
Let £ and A be any two positive numbers. Let g : [-T, T] -**C a
piece of a ft-band-limited finite energy function f. For each A<2T we
Tdefine the function f^ as follows: (L = [^])
v*> Ike[-L,L] x^(k) *sinc^(x - kA) , where
x^(k) is the solution of the following optimization problem:
minimize T  x(k) z(k)
-L6k£L
subject to:
| Z(k) - g(T<&) 1 ^ , -L fc 4 L
(14a)
Z-Lsk£L x(k) sine [A(i-k)J = z(i) , -L U  4 L
(14b)
(14c)
Then, there exists a sequence A^— • 0 such that f^-*. h" uniformly over
m
compact sets in the real line. Here, hM denotes the minimum-energy function 
which is band-limited to [-ft, Cl] and satisfies
max |g(x) - hM(x) \ g
xe[-T,T] '
Moreover, it can be shown that f^ approaches h" uniformly on the whole 
real line.
m
It is worth pointing out that the function f^ constructed in the theorem 
is just the minimum-energy ft-band-limited function that satisfies
max }g(kA) - f (kA) 1 ^ €
k<r[-L,L] a
(15)
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It is also interesting to observe that Theorem 3 requires f to be of finite- 
energy only. On the other hand, Theorems 1 and 2 require absolute summability 
of f. This last property ensures that f is smooth (at least a continuous 
function ). Hence, simple cases such as f(x) = sine (x) are not included 
the first two theorems given above.
The techniques presented here are potentially useful for getting solutions 
of the extrapolation problem in the presence of noise *j(x) in the observed 
portion of the signal. Let us assume that |>^ (x) ( ^  S and that we are given 
a noisy observation g(x) =»g(x) + rj(x), when x € [-T, T]. Theorems 1, 2 and 
3 hold when g(x)‘ is replaced by g. This means that theorem 1 and theorem 2 
give us two 0,-b and-limited functions h and h' such that: (€= 2&)
lh(x) ■ g(x)[4 6 and Jh1 (x) - *g(x) | £ €
when x 6 [-T, Tj. Theorem 3 also constructs a Cl-band-limited function h"
h"(x) - g(x)[4 5 with the minimum-energy property. The potential 
difference between techniques as presented in Theorems 1, 2 and 3 may lie in 
the numerical methods used for solving the optimization problems. Further 
research is being done on this problem.
II. b
In this section more theoretical relationships between the discrete- 
discrete model and the continuous-continuous model for the band-limited 
extrapolation problem are presented. The main goal is to try to construct 
an approximation of the continuous-continuous problem by means of the 
discrete-discrete model. The main result is given by the following theorem.
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Theorem 4
Let g : [-T, T] -*■ C be a piece of a Cl-band-limited function f which
is supposed to be absolutely summable. There exist two sequences of positive
real numbers -*■ 0 and & 0,n n
2IÎT
S IK
_ = M an integer number2 n
n
and a sequence of functions
2TTikx
, 6 (*>n n
I  £  2. (k) e MA
Mn k=-k 6n
where (k), -k k 4 k . 6. o on
Q Mn n
2
is the solution of the following optimization problem:
M ' X .  ZA (k) • 6n k=-k n o
-2Hikm/Mn - gOaA^ , m € [-k ,k ] n ’ 1 o o
(16a)
minimize X .  K  00 i
k=-k n
(16b)
such that V.
V £n ¿ - 0  n
& iT0
f uniformly over compact sets in the real line.
This theorem asserts that it is possible to get an approximation of f 
by means of the discrete-discrete model. Nevertheless, conditions (16a)
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and (16b) are not equivalent to matching the given samples g(m^) via DFT
of a sequence 2 (k) which is zero if k € [-k , k ]. That is what theo o
discrete-discrete version of Papoulis' algorithm carries out, as was pointed 
out in Section I. This problem is as far as we know, an open problem. We 
would like to point out that this problem, far from being a merely theoretically 
interesting question, is the only result which might ensure that the DFT 
implementation technique of Papoulis' algorithm does approach the real 
extrapolation. Hence, we would like to state the following:
Conjecture
Given g : [-T, Tj —  C a piece of a SL-band-limited function f (which
should be, at least, absolutely summable), let A be a real positive number 
2such that 21TT/Q.& is an integer number M. Let
V  = « 2(k) ‘
-27Tikx./M&
be a family of functions where z (k) is defined by the condition (k L 2tTj;
1 r-» °- g(nA) = - • X  z(k) • e-2‘iTikn/M
k=-k
-k 4 n 4 k o o
A —  0
Then, there exists a subsequence A ^ — - 0 such that 4^ — - f uniformly
m
over compact sets in the real line.
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III. NOISE SENSITIVITY OF THE BAND-LIMITED SIGNAL EXTRAPOLATION PROBLEM
It is well-known that the band-limited signal extrapolation problem 
is a very ill-conditioned problem since a small amount of noise implies that 
there may be no solution. A related problem is how to decide if some approx­
imation of the extrapolated signal is sufficiently close to the real extra­
polation. Since we are only given a piece g (eventually noisy) of the signal 
to be extrapolated, all the criteria should lie on comparisons between the 
approximations and g. It is clear that it should not be expected that 
closeness to g implies closeness to f over the whole real line. Nevertheless 
it might be reasonable to believe that if only a small amount of extrapolated 
information was desired, (i.e.: up to an interval (-T1, T') where T < T' 4 c q )
then there would be a constant C (which does not depend on the signal) such
that
- i^
C-T',T*]
il C . £
when
||g - Y l i
[-T,X]
4 £
where ^  is the approximation to the extrapolation and 6 is any positive 
number.
Unfortunately, this is not the case in general. The function Y maY 
be a (2-band-limited function which is close to f inside [-T,T] and might 
differ from f in [-T*,!*] as much as we want. The next theorem states this
result more explicitly.
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Theorem 5
Given any positive numbers £ and Q, and given f and g as above, let P 
be any point in [-T', T'] such that P £  [-T, T]. Then, there exists a 
SI-band-limited function^^ that satisfies:
[**T,T]
K , p  - » 1 .  ‘  *
| V 6jP (?) -  f(P ) ^ e
Theorem 5 shows .that future research on this subject should take into 
account that some small noise in the observation or small errors in [-T, T] in 
the approximation of the signal to be extrapolated may mean large errors 
outside the known range.
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IV. APPENDIX
We will need a lemma for proving theorems 1, 2 and 4. This lemma 
states a well-known result related to the approximation of the continuous 
Fourier transform by means of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). We 
include our proof here because it follows the same idea as the theorems' 
proofs.
Lemma 1
Let f : R -*-C be a ^ 2-band-limited function which is absolutely summable 
Let M be a positive integer number M « 2N + 1 and kQ be where A  is a
positive real number given by
If we put
M L- « A 2 .Q M
N
Y a O O  - V  f(n£) • e
n=-N
-2Tfikn/M k € [-N, N]
and if we define
^ (X) = 5 - 1  V k) eW i k X / M A , x 6k=-k
we will obtain a sequence A  — 0 such thatm
^  ^ f  uniformly on compact sets in R. 
um
Proof
First, we prove that ^converges to f in the weak sense, i.e., given 
any function L such that L is a smooth function that also has compact support
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r~. A-*o r 00
/ TAfX) * L (x > dx / f
- C O
COc k
1 ^ ( X )  L(x) dx = M
o 1 .
H-CO k=-ko
f(x) L(x) dx .
1(2M )U  MA '  
(Al)
Now if we call Q = MA (Al) will become
s f - 1 .f. Ik=-k n=-N o
(A2)
Since A.—  0 implies Q formula (A2) becomes
a + oo
_1_
2ir
iX O J  Af(x) e L(u3) dx da: (A3)
-p m J  -  co
ix u )But since f(x) e ‘ dt * 0 if [-£,0.], then (A3) is identical to
_1_
2TT
(A4) is exactly
, +-CO +CO
-CO -CO
1 X 0 )f(x) e a w L(uj) dt do) (A4)
+ CO
f(x) L(x) dx
-  <X>
Now we prove that there exists an analytic function f 
sequence L  —*  0 such that
R —*»C and a sub-
m
—*■ f uniformly on compact sets.
m
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Since $5^ converges weakly to f then f = f almost everywhere. But both f 
— »
and f are smooth functions. This implies f(x) = f(x) for all x € R.
Let 2 be any complex number. Let us extend the definition of to 
complex arguments z as follows:
h '  1 °  ( f  f (at) e-Wite/M) '****•/**
W k=-k N n=-N 'o
(A5)
Now it is easily seen that
2k N
l ^ A ( z ) U - ^  • £  |f(nA)l • e i i o * m
u n=-N
2ko
But -jjr* 4 —  , therefore equation (A6) becomes
I ^ (Z)|4 a  . A  l  f(nA)| . . |S“ JÖ
n=-N
When A~> 0 the right-hand term in (A7) tends to
(A6)
(A7)
J ltool
—  CO
dx
Then there exists a constant C such that
| ¿ ( z ) \  4  C • e l 1“ 1*1 (A8)
iS 3 family of analytic functions on the complex plane. In addition,
(A8) says that this family is uniformly bounded on compact sets in C. Such
a family is called a normal family. Hence, there exists a subsequence
A  -* 0 and an analytic function f such that m
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y ^  f uniformly on compact sets of the complex plane. [8]
We will work only with the noisy case as it was pointed out at the end of 
Section II.a. The non-noise case can be shown by exactly the same proofs.
Theorem 1 (proof)
We are given g(t), a noisy piece of f(t), for t e [-T, T]. We know 
g(t) = f(t) + lr|(t) where J] is a continuous function |^(t)[4 S . We are given 
£ >  2 & and we know by lemma 1 given above that there exists mQ (£) such that
1 ^  (x) - f(x) | 4 S’ if x £ [-T, Tj, m £ m o (S)
In particular, we have
1 (nAm) - f(nA)US,
m
T T
K \
i n i
:k* «4
(A9)
Recall that
K  (nvm
1 V  -y \ 2flikn/MW  e m ; by (A9)m k=-k m o
and since
| f(n&m) - ¡[(nA^ \ 4 S*
|  • I  W  em k=-k m
2TTikn/Mm - 8 (nAm) U e  } n € [ - k ^ ]  (A10)
(A10) implies that
(All)
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because of properties (13a) and (13b) which zsatisfies. Now, if we
m
extend formula (12) for complex arguments z we will get
l V z>Us I°K  oo||.m m k=-k m (A12)
By (All) we have
^  <2> 1 4 i  ( . 1 1  Wm m\ k=-k m
Imz[n (A 13)
It was shown in lemma 1 that
L f j * A  (k)! 6 cm k=-k m
Hence,
I f  & I 4 ci em
llmz i n (A 14)
Then, is a normal family of analytic functions in the complex plane.
m
This means that there exists a subsequence A  of A, : A  -*• 0 and an
*k m “k
analytic function h
U? —-*■ h uniformly on compact sets in the complex plane.
‘ L
In particular, the convergence is also pointwise. Then
| h(z) 1 c.c e !^ BZ l ® (A 15)
(A15) shows that h(x), x £ R defines a bounded function of CZ-exponential- 
type. In that case, the distributional Fourier transform is known to be 
supported in [-£,&] (see [9]).
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It can be easily proven that |h(x) - g(x) J 4. £ , for x €  [-T, T] because gf 
is a continuous function and ^  is a family of equicontinuous functions 
(see [8]).
m
Theorem 2 (proof)
The proof of this theorem is very similar to that of theorem 1. We 
will just point out the differences with respect to the proof of theorem 1. 
Formula (All) should be replaced by the following one;
Z ° K ( k >l2 *  I ° | ^ ( k)|2k=-k m k=-k mo o
(All1)
In this case the family of functions ^  should be bounded in the following 
way:
m
? A  <2> I = 5m
4 C • ^5
M*m
Z. 2a (k) ■ *
' f t  ■
k=-k m o
2TTikz/M A m m
I  K  w l 'k=-k m o
Q.)lmz\ (A13 f)
Then, since
k V/i
k=-k m o
r N
m Z !«("V
•/*
n=-Nm
(A13') becomes
r Nm , Vi
?A I ^ c*^ l Z  lf(nA )|m W n=-Nm
[imz ¡£2
Since f has finite energy (because it is continuous and absolutely summable)
we get
H I  .25
1 f A (Z> 1 ^  c e ^ Imzl (A141)
m
and therefore I f  is a normal family of analytic functions. The theorem 
m
is proven.
In order to keep the conceptual relationship among the therems1 proofs 
we would like to prove theorem 4 before theorem 3.
Theorem 4 (proof)
It was proven in lemma 1 that there exists a sequence & 0 such that
f uniformly on compact sets. Let £  be the following real numberm
max
x€[-T,T] 1 ? A  <x> ’ f (x> [m
= £ m
Now, taking into account properties (16a) and (16b) we conclude
k ko
I ze 00 I 4 I  I*. 00 [ (AI6)k fen k=-k mo o
It can be easily shown from (A16) that ^  is a family of normal analytic
m* m
functions on the complex plane. Hence ^  . K where K is an analytic
mk’ mk
function and the convergence is uniform on compact sets in the
complex plane. It remains to prove that f(x) = K(x). In doing that it is 
sufficient to show that f(x) = K(x) when x & [-T, T] since both functions 
are analytic.
Recall that a normal family of analytic functions is equicontinuous 
([8]). Then, let x q be any point in [-T, T], and c be any positive number. 
There exists S > 0 such that
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l *  -  *„  U  S ~ H f (x) -  f (x 0 ) [  4 c ,  (A17)
and
U  - xo U S  - | \  . (x) - V  >€ (x0)f 4 c.
mk mk mk “k
This last property is due to the equicontinuous property of the family 
G * In additionJ there exists hl such that
V  mk - °
"k* ’V l ^ A  (Xo) • K(Xo)° “k mk
4 c
Then, A can be chosen small enough such that [nA - x ' I 4. S for certain n “t * m^ . o » *
and 6 < c. If we put nA = x1} we will get
mk ^ k  1
f(x0) - K(x q) | K(xo) ,6 (xo “k “k >l+ lfAmT> €: mk (Xo>
- WA ,€mk mk
(xx)
+ I^A (V  * fM  + lf(xl) - f(x0)l
“k mk
Hence, [^(XQ) " K(x q) | 4 4c. Since c is any positive number, f(xQ) = K(x ).
We will need the following lemma to prove theorem 3. This lemma is 
a well known result which comes from the general Hilbert space theory and 
it will not be proven here. For a proof see [10].
Lemma 2
Let H be a Hilbert space and let x^, ..., x^ be n-linearly independent 
elements of H. Let us consider the following optimization problem:
min 4x, x)> (A19)
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subject to
< X, x±> - 0<i> i » I, ..., n (A20)
where are arbitrary numbers and < , > denotes the inner product defined 
in H. Then, the solution of such optimization problem is given by
n
x " I  »i—1 1 1 (A21)
where f i  9 i » 1, n are complex numbers which satisfy the following
system of equations:
n
& M V  xj> = J = 1; • • « XI (A22)
We will use the result stated in lemma 2 in the following particular
case :
H = L2 (-n,O ) - | f : J |f l2 dui < «
iwkA
> N f > g > 2TT /  ^S
- a
xk =* xk (co) = e , k €  [-L, Lj , a)6(-n,fl)
is any complex number: | o( - g(kA) [ 4 €
Now, the optimization problem given by (A19) and (A20) becomes
a
min / [ f [ daj (A21)
-S2
subject to
ft
_1_
2T f (u>) e da. = * k €  [-L, L] (A22)
- f t
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In other words, given k £  [-L, L] we seek for the minimum-norm band- 
limited function K such that K(kA) = Equations (A21) and (A22) describe 
this problem in terms of K (its Fourier transform). On the other hand, the 
solution of (A21) and (A22) is given by
K M  = I
k€[-L,L]
iiukA (A23)
where p . satisfies k
z
ks[-L,L]
^k sincC2^ i"k)^ = i € [-L, L] (A24)
This means that 
K(x) I
k€[-L,L]
(x - kA)
and satisfies (A24). Now, theorem 3 readily follows.
Theorem 3 (proof)
We consider the following additional optimization problem
min II K |
rs
where K satisfies (A23), p ^  satisfies (A24) and has the following property
l * k - g ( U ) U < =  , k e [-L, L]
ii k a2 = ^  * k ‘5 k ’k£[-L,L]
Since
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we obtain the following equivalent optimization problem:
minimize E
ké[-L,L] k k
(A25)
subject to
| * k - g(kA) , k S [-L, L] (A26)
and
E
ke[-L,L]
/®k sin=a [A(i * k)] = « h , he. [-L, L] (A27)
The last three conditions, (A25), (A26) and (A27), show that the optimization 
problem (14a), (14b) and (14c) does solve the minimum-norm CL-band-limited 
function K such that
| K(kA) - g(kA) [ , k € [-L, L] .
where g(x) = f(x) +rj(x), x e [-T, T], yj is a continuous function which 
satisfies ( Yj(x) | (s. • Let us call f^ this optimal function which given by (A 23')
Since }f(kA) - g(k&)|4 € » it turns out that
(A28)
Now, we follow the same technique given in theorems 1, 2 and 4. This 
technique was also the same as that of [3]. The family of functions
f JL_2T
r *
/ eiw>Z doj ,
where z is a complex parameter, constitutes a normal family of analytic 
functions. This readily follows from (A28) and from the Schwartz inequality
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f t
1 f (2) I ^  Ilf 11 • ^A 2 | e ^ l 2 duo
- f t
Vi
(A29)
Then, (A29) becomes
! f  (z ) [  L  c Ilf 1( . e l ^ 2 !0  A 2 (A30)
Now, there exists a subsequence Am -** 0 such that f ^  approaches an analytic 
function S uniformly on compact subsets in the complex plane. From (A30)
we obtain
S(2) 1 ^  c (ifll .ellm2ia2 (A31)
(A31) shows that S is band-limited to (-ftQ). This assertion is a conse­
quence of the Payley-Wiener theorem (see [9]). In addition, since is
m
a family of equicontinuous functions it is readily shown that
S(x) - g (x) U e  , x e [-T, T] . (A3 2)
Now, we will show that f. converges to S uniformly on the whole real line.'
m
First, S also has finite energy. This is a consequence of Fatou’s lemma 
(see [11]) which states
+<x> + uo
[s(x)l dx lim j  |f^(x)| dx 4 Ilf
—  C O
(A3 3)
-  CO
Since S has finite energy and satisfies (A32), we have !if^| 4 I S 5
m 2  2
Putting (A33) and this last inequality together we will get
11 s It 4  lim I l f .  |[ 4 lim I l f .  11 4  I Sll2 m 2 m 2
This shows
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lim It fi ¡( - Il S 11 --»0 V  2m
But, since converges to S pointwise we also have convergence in the
m
mean,
ß  v "
- C O
S (x) [ dx -*• 0
A 0
(see [12])
Now, it is well-known that if a family of Q-band-limited functions converges
in the energy-norm to another Q-band-limited function S(x)i then it converges
to S(x) uniformly on the whole real line. Let us suppose that L is any finite-
energy Q-b and -limited function such that [l (x ) -'g(x)[^6 , for all x 6 [-T, T].
Then, it is clear that Hf H 4 1 L |l . Therefore, (l S !\ 4 I LI . That shows2 2 2 2
that S has the minimum-energy property among all the Xl-b and-limited functions 
which are € apart from g on [-T, T].
Theorem 5 (proof)
It is clear that the problem we need to solve is linear. That is to say, 
it will be enough to find ^ such that
1 veirc - n (A34a)
1 ! »  s (A34b)
Let f be a smooth function (say C®) which vanishes outside (-£,&). In that
case
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f (2)
U
n
v iwzf(aj) e duo
gives a £1-band-limited function which, in addition, satisfies
[f(z)l4 CN ( 1 + |z|)N . (A35)
where N is any negative integer number and CN is a constant which depends only 
on N and f but not on z. (This is a special case of the Payley-Wiener theorem 
which also assures that the converse property holds,[9]). Property (A35) 
shows that f (x) goes to zero at infinity, x € R even when it is multiplied by 
any polynomial: (1 + (x|) Now, it is obvious that we can assume
[ f(P)| ^  [f(x)[ , x €[-T, T].
and therefore we can suppose that
] f(P) J > 1 and |f(x)l <  1 , x e  [-T, T].
/ \nNow, we put fn (z) =(~y • f (z), with P > T ^ = T + J  >T. It is clear that 
fr n[~ T >T]II f II 0 , n -*« <=on
and
1 f^(P) [ -*• 00 , n
Now, we just need to pick up n adequately to satisfy conditions (A34a) and 
(A34b). In addition, it is seen that ^  p is not only ft-band-limited but 
also has the same property (A34) as f(z)- . 1‘ ‘ .
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, several results concerning iterative algorithms for band- 
limited signal extrapolation are presented. We first prove that the well- 
known Gerchberg-Papoulis algorithm ([1],[2]): g& = sincQ ♦ (g + (I - T^8n_i)
is a special case of an algorithm given by Landweber in 1951 ([3]). Then we 
will generalize the recursive formula g^ = sincQ * (g + (I-TJg^) to cases 
where the low-pass operator sinc^ is replaced by some other low-pass filters. 
Finally, we show the relationship between this generalization and some 
discrete techniques for solving the extrapolation problem given in [4].
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I. Gerchberg-Papoulis Algorithm and Landweber's Iteration
The band—limited signal extrapolation problem was addressed by several 
authors and several algorithms were given ([1], [2], [4], [5], [6], [7] and 
[10] among others). Probably the best known technique for solving the problem 
is the Gerchberg Papoulis algorithm:
*o = 0
su = sincfl . (g + (I - JA)gn l ) , n ¿ 0  (1)
where g : (-A,A) C is a piece of a Q-band-limited signal, denotes the
truncation operator to (-A,A), I denotes the identity, sincQ the function 
whose Fourier transform is the indicator of (-0,Q) and * denotes convolution. 
It is well known that g^ converges to g in the energy norm,
J lgn (x) - g(x)|2 dx **• 0
n oo n ->■ 00
In particular, g^ will approach g uniformly over the real line because these 
functions are band-limited to (-fl,G). Equation (1) can be written in this 
equivalent form
gQ = 0
8n = 8n-l + sincQ * Jj (^g - gn-i>* n 2 0 (2)
Since gQ g in the energy norm, gn -> g in the energy norm. (A indicates
n-^oo n + C D
Fourier transform.) We now take the Fourier transform of both terms in equa­
tion (2) to obtain:
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fn “ fn-l + “ in))A * » i 0 (3)
where v denotes the inverse Fourier transform. Since fn (w) =0, if cu l  (-Q,Q) 
we can write
fn(o>) = + J (g(z) - J e2nixz fn-1(z) dz) e“2nix(l> dx
-A "*Q
(4)
where w e (-Q,Q).
Since gQ = fn then it is clear that fn converges to f in L2(G), where f 
satisfies
J ° fU)-a e 2ltixa> dw = g (x), x e (-A,A) (5)
Equation (5) defines f uniquely, and the solution exists because we assumed g 
to be band-limited to (-Q,Q). If we denote K(x,w) = e~2Tt*xa>, x e (-A,A), w e 
(-Q,Q), we will be able to write the following equation which is equivalent to
(5):
K(x,w) f(w) dw = g (x), x e (-A,A) ( 6 )
We recognize equation (6) to be a Fredholm integral equation of the first 
kind, where K defines a compact operator, K : L2(Q) “► L2(A). In 1951, 
Landweber ([3]) proposed the following iterative procedure for computing the 
solution f to equation (6) where K is any compact integral operator:
XV. 3
fo " 0
fn “ fn-l + K*(8 - «„.j) . n ¿.0 (7)
Here, K denotes the adjoint of K(K : L^(A)^ L^(O). Landweber proved that
if equation (6) has a solution and the solution is unique : f, then f willn
approach f in the energy norm over ("0,0). For the case K(x,w) = e~2jlix<1>, K* 
is also given by the integral kernel e2ltixa>. Therefore, equation (7) becomes
£  SB 0o
f(o>) = f„_i(w) + f e2nixa,(g(x) - f f (z) e~27tizx dz), n > 0 (8)-A J-Q
It turns out that (8) and (4) define the same iterative formula.
In conclusion, we have proven that the Gerchberg—Papoulis technique is 
obtained from Landweber's iteration by replacing K(x,b>) = e"*2nixu) eqUati0n 
(7). In fact, Landweber also proved ([3]) that iteration (7) converges to the 
minimum norm solution in cases where (6) has multiple solutions. However, 
this extension is not useful for our situation because the solution to equa­
tion (5) is unique.
Some interesting consequences can be drawn from our result. Perhaps the 
most important observation from a theoretical point of view is related to the 
role played by the Prolate Spheroidal Wave functions ([10]). The proof of the 
convergence of iteration (1) given in [2] uses the completeness of the pro- 
lates in the space of Q-band-limited functions. However, this property does 
not hold for all the kernels K. Therefore our result shows that the conver­
gence of (2) can be proved by using a conceptually simpler approach. This 
remark shows that iteration (2) does not use any particular or special pro-
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perty which is satisfied by e 2Ttixtl> only. On the other hand, in order to 
prove the equivalence of (1) and (2) we do need the property
sinca * g = g
where g is any Q-band-limited function. However, the convenience of using (2) 
instead of (1) was shown by several authors through theoretical and practical 
evidence (see for example, [5], [8], [9]).
Since iteration (7) converges for any compact integral operator, the 
iterative procedure (2) can be generalized for getting the continuation of g 
when it is given by equation (6). Some other regularity conditions are 
required for K (for a detailed discussion, see [11]). This means that if g is 
an analytic function given by (6), g can be extrapolated by means of the fol­
lowing iterative procedure:
g0 - 0
8n = Sn_i + - g ^ )  , n 2 0 (9)
The convergence of g^ to g, uniformly over compact sets in C, is easily 
proved. It is worth pointing out that if K(x,u>) = e“2nix<,) then KK*(g - g^ 1)
= s*ncQ * ” 8n-l^ an<* therefore (9) will be the same iteration as that of
formula (2).
Equation (9) allows us to consider new iterative procedures when some 
more .a priori information about g is available. The purpose of the next sec­
tion is to relate some of these generalizations to some discrete procedures 
given in [4].
IV. 5
II. Discrete and Continuous Iterations
If we sample equation (2) as follows:
s (k) = 0 , for all k e Z
Sa(k) = Sn-l<k) + A L ,sincjjt (k—j )A] (g (jA) - S . (j> >jAs(-A,A)
we will obtain a very well-known iterative procedure for getting a solution of 
the discrete extrapolation problem ([4], [6] and [7]). This algorithm was 
generalized in [4] to cases where the low—pass operator is replaced by some 
other low-pass filters. Specifically, if h : 1  + C is a finite-energy func­
tion which is band-limited to (-Q,Q) and satisfies 0 < £(u>) ^ l f0r all <d e 
(-Q,Q), then the fpllowing iteration converges to a certain solution of the 
discrete extrapolation problem:
*0(k) = 0 , for all k e Z
k e Z. tn(k) = V j l k )  + A L,k[(k-j)A](g(jA) -
(11)
jAe(-A,A)
It is clear that equation (10) is a particular case of (11). It was also 
shown in [4] that the limit of the iterative equation (11) approaches the con­
tinuous extrapolation when A tends to zero and when f and h satisfy the fol­
lowing relationship:
J °|£M|2 d0, < -
-0 lh((i))j
( 12)
(f is the Fourier transform of g.) It is worth pointing out that equation 
(10) was obtained by sampling a continuous iterative equation. On the other 
hand, iteration (11) was not obtained by sampling any recursion.
IV. 6
The purpose of the remainder of this section is to show that iteration 
(11) does come from sampling a continuous iterative equation similar to (2) 
which also computes the continuous extrapolation of g. This result will also 
help us understand the origin of condition (12). Let us assume that f and h 
satisfy
J
a f (w)
-a h(o>)
dw < ® (13)
Condition (13) is weaker than (12) because 0 < h(o>) 1. We now write
H(x ,g>) = e 2niu)X , x e (-A,A)
(t> e (-a,a) (14)
It is easy to verify that fl defines a compact integral operator from L2(a) 
2into L (A). It is also seen that the integral equation
f 0 H(x,u>) Z (to) da> = g(x) , x e (-A,A) (15)
-a
2 J-has one and only one solution in L (a) . Moreover, the solution is just f(u>)/h2
(t*>) which belongs to L2(a) because property (13) holds. We are now able to
apply Landweber's iteration to equation (15) for getting the solution l  and to
apply extrapolation procedure (9) for obtaining the extrapolation of g. If we
use the latter technique, we will get
*0 = 0
®n = *n-l + HH (g - gn_x) . n 2 0 
It is easy to verify that HH*(g - g ^  = h ♦ JA (g
(9)
gn_l) and therefore (9)
becomes
IV. 7
*o “ 0
gn “ ®n—1 + 11 * JA (* “ *n-I) • n * 0
(16)
In this particular situation, gQ will approach g uniformly over the real line. 
This fact readily follows from the form of the kernel H and the convergence in 
L^(Q) of the corresponding Landweber's iteration. Equation (16) is an exten­
sion of iterative procedure (2) where sinc^ is replaced by h. It turns out 
that the discrete iterative algorithm defined by equation (11) can be obtained 
by sampling the continuous recursion (16). This gives a full explanation of 
the conceptual origin of the discrete technique (11).
As was pointed out above, condition C13) is weaker than (12) but it is 
strong enough to prove the convergence of (16) to the sought function g. This 
suggests that the discrete technique given by (11) should also approach the 
extrapolation if
f Q lfU)l2
-0 h(<u)
du> < ® (13)
We proved this proposition in a more general setting in ref. [11].
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